ON THE COVER
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are suited for potential use in separation and storage of gases for fuel and industrial applications. Presented here is a partial crystal structure of a new family of MOFs with potentially improved separation and at lower cost. Details of its properties are described in the highlight article by Hudson et al. on p.18.
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Foreword

Once again it is a pleasure to present to you this year’s Accomplishments and Opportunities for the NIST Center for Neutron Research. It was another excellent year for facility operations: The reactor operated for 198 days with 98 % reliability. Both cold sources operated with nearly 100 % reliability.

We continued with a number of major developments in neutron instrumentation this year in response to the needs of the user community. The Cold Neutron Imaging (CNI) instrument was built on the end position of NG-6 and commissioning began on August 25th. You can see the inaugural radiograph of an important NIST artifact on page 53 of this report. The vSANS instrument’s pre-sample optics were installed on NG-3 beamline and site preparation took place in the north end of the guide hall in anticipation of the arrival of the large vacuum vessel in 2016. Detailed design continued for the CANDoR white beam reflectometer and tests of the prototype energy dispersive detector were successful. In fact the detector development team far exceeded expectations when the new CANDoR detectors achieved 95 % of the detection efficiency of a 3He gas tube (the gold standard for neutron detection). A multi-year upgrade to the BT-8 engineering diffractometer continued with development of enhancements that will improve throughput as well as adding new sample loading capabilities. A robust program of reactor reliability and facility improvements continued this year, including the installation of the new cold source refrigerator. You can read more details about these improvements in the section on facility developments in this report.

In addition to these important facility developments, the Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering (CHRNS) partnership with the National Science Foundation was renewed for another five years. This important interagency partnership provides robust user support for five neutron scattering instruments (currently MACS, USANS, NG-B 30m SANS, HFBS, and NSE), it is responsible for a significant fraction of the NCNR’s scientific productivity, and has provided training for hundreds of scientists on neutron scattering techniques. With the renewal of this partnership, we can look forward to another five years of producing high-quality science on the CHRNS instruments and educating new scientists.

As always, the reason for the NCNR is to provide the scientific community with the best tools to perform research using neutrons. Over the last year the community produced an outstanding body of research from measurements performed here. I am excited to share with you a selection of these highlights from our users (including Summer Undergraduate Research Fellow, Koty McAllister). I hope that you enjoy reading through this report as much as I did. I believe that it gives you a taste of the exciting developments here at the NCNR over the last year.
Neutrons provide a uniquely effective probe of the structure and dynamics of materials ranging from water moving near the surface of proteins to magnetic domains in memory storage materials. The properties of neutrons (outlined below) can be exploited using a variety of measurement techniques to provide information not otherwise available. The positions of atomic nuclei in crystals, especially of those of light atoms, can be determined precisely. Atomic motion can be directly measured and monitored as a function of temperature or pressure. Neutrons are especially sensitive to hydrogen, so that hydrogen motion can be followed in H-storage materials and water flow in fuel cells can be imaged. Residual stresses such as those deep within oil pipelines or in highway trusses can be mapped. Neutron-based measurements contribute to a broad spectrum of activities including engineering, materials development, polymer dynamics, chemical technology, medicine, and physics.

The NCNR's neutron source provides the intense, conditioned beams of neutrons required for these types of measurements. In addition to the thermal neutron beams from heavy water or graphite moderators, the NCNR has two liquid hydrogen moderators, or cold sources. One is a large area moderator and the other is smaller, but with high brightness. These moderators provide long wavelength guided neutron beams for industrial, government, and academic researchers.

There are currently 28 experiment stations: 12 provide high neutron flux positions for neutron physics, analytical chemistry, or imaging, and 16 are beam facilities for neutron scattering research. The subsequent pages provide a schematic description of our instruments. More complete descriptions can be found at www.ncnr.nist.gov/instruments/. The second guide hall is currently populated with seven instruments. Three new cold neutron instruments are under development, including a very small angle neutron scattering instrument, a quasi-white beam neutron reflectometer and a cold neutron imaging station.

The Center supports important NIST measurement needs, but is also operated as a major national user facility with merit-based access made available to the entire U.S. technological community. Each year, more than 2000 research participants from government, industry, and academia from all areas of the country are served by the facility (see pp. 55). Beam time for research to be published in the open literature is without cost to the user, but full operating costs are recovered for proprietary research. Access is gained mainly through a web-based, peer-reviewed proposal system with user time allotted by a beamtime allocation committee twice a year. For details see www.ncnr.nist.gov/beamtime.html. The National Science Foundation and NIST co-fund the Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering (CHRNS) that currently operates five of the world's most advanced instruments (see pp. 58). Time on CHRNS instruments is made available through the proposal system. Some access to beam time for collaborative measurements with the NIST science staff can also be arranged on other instruments.

**WHY NEUTRONS?**

Neutrons reveal properties not readily probed by photons or electrons. They are electrically neutral and therefore easily penetrate ordinary matter. They behave like microscopic magnets, propagate as waves, can set particles into motion, losing or gaining energy and momentum in the process, and they can be absorbed with subsequent emission of radiation to uniquely fingerprint chemical elements.

**WAVELENGTHS** – in practice range from ≈ 0.01 nm (thermal) to ≈ 1.5 nm (cold) (1 nm = 10 Å), allowing the formation of observable interference patterns when scattered from structures as small as atoms to as large as biological cells.

**ENERGIES** – of millielectronvolts, the same magnitude as atomic motions. Exchanges of energy as small as nanoelectronvolts and as large as tenths of electronvolts can be detected between samples and neutrons, allowing motions in folding proteins, melting glasses and diffusing hydrogen to be measured.

**SELECTIVITY** – in scattering power varies from nucleus to nucleus somewhat randomly. Specific isotopes can stand out from other isotopes of the same kind of atom. Specific light atoms, difficult to observe with x-rays, are revealed by neutrons. Hydrogen, especially, can be distinguished from chemically equivalent deuterium, allowing a variety of powerful contrast techniques.

**MAGNETISM** – makes the neutron sensitive to the magnetic moments of both nuclei and electrons, allowing the structure and behavior of ordinary and exotic magnetic materials to be detailed precisely.

**NEUTRALITY** – of the uncharged neutrons allows them to penetrate deeply without destroying samples, passing through walls that condition a sample’s environment, permitting measurements under extreme conditions of temperature and pressure.

**CAPTURE** – characteristic radiation emanating from specific nuclei capturing incident neutrons can be used to identify and quantify minute amounts of elements in samples as diverse as ancient pottery shards and lake water pollutants.
NIST Center for Neutron Research Instruments (as of Dec 2015)

NG-D MAGIK off-specular reflectometer for studies of thin-film samples with in-plane structure.

NG-D Polarized Beam Reflectometer (PBR) for measuring reflectivities as low as 10^-8 to determine subsurface structure.

NG-1 Cold Neutron Depth Profiling for profiling of subsurface elemental composition.

NG-1 Detector development station.

NG-2 Backscattering Spectrometer (HFBS) high intensity inelastic scattering instrument with energy resolution < 1 μeV, for studies of motion in molecular and biological systems.

NG-4 Disk Chopper Time-of-Flight Spectrometer for diffusive motions and low energy dynamics. Wavelengths from ≅ 0.18 nm to 2.0 nm and energy resolutions from ≅ 2 meV to < 10 μeV.

NG-5 Spin-Polarized Triple Axis Spectrometer (SPINS) using cold neutrons with position sensitive detector capability for high-resolution studies.

NG-6 Precision measurement of the magnetic dipole moment of the neutron.

NG-6 Precision measurement of neutron flux.

NG-6 Cold Neutron Imaging Facility for imaging hydrogenous matter in large components such as water in fuel cells and lubricants in engines.

NG-7 30 m SANS for microstructure measurements, in partnership with ExxonMobil and University of Minnesota’s IPrime.

NG-7 Cold neutron test station.

NG-7 Neutron Interferometry and Optics Station with perfect crystal silicon interferometer. A vibration isolation system provides exceptional phase stability and fringe visibility.

NG-7 Neutron Physics Interferometry Test Bed for developing novel interferometry techniques.

NG-7 Horizontal Sample Reflectometer allows reflectivity measurements of free surfaces, liquid/vapor interfaces, as well as polymer coatings.

BT-5 Perfect Crystal Ultra-Small Angle Neutron Scattering (USANS) Diffractometer for microstructure up to 10^4 nm.

BT-4 Filter Analyzer Neutron Spectrometer with cooled Be/Graphite filter analyzer for chemical spectroscopy and thermal triple axis spectrometer.

BT-2 Neutron Imaging Facility for imaging hydrogenous matter in large components such as water in fuel cells and lubricants in engines, in partnership with General Motors and DOE.

BT-1 Powder Diffractometer with 32 detectors; incident wavelengths of 0.208 nm, 0.154 nm, and 0.159 nm, with resolution up to Δd/d = 6 x 10^-4.

BT-9 Multi Axis Crystal Spectrometer (MACS II), a cold neutron spectrometer for ultra high sensitivity access to dynamic correlations in condensed matter on length scales from 0.1 nm to 50 nm and energy scales from 2.2 meV to 20 meV.

BT-8 Residual Stress Diffractometer optimized for depth profiling of residual stresses in large components.

BT-7 Thermal Triple Axis Spectrometer with large double focusing monochromator and interchangeable analyzer/detectors systems.

VT-5 Thermal Neutron Capture Prompt Gamma-ray Activation Analysis Instrument used for quantitative elemental analysis of bulk materials. Generally used for the analysis of highly hydrogenous materials (≅ 1 % H) such as foods, oils, and biological materials.

NG-A Neutron Spin-Echo Spectrometer (NSE) for measuring dynamics from 5 ps to 100 ns.
The Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering (CHRNS) is a partnership between NIST and the National Science Foundation that develops and operates neutron scattering instrumentation for use by the scientific community. The following instruments are part of the Center: 1 (USANS), 5 (MACS II), 9 (NSE), 11 (NG-B SANS), and 18 (HFBS).

[10] NG-B 10 m SANS for macromolecular structure measurements.


[12] NG-C aCORN Neutron physics station for measurement of the correlation parameter between the electron and anti-neutrino in neutron beta decay.

[13] NG-D Cold neutron capture Prompt Gamma Activation Analysis, for quantitative elemental analysis of bulk materials, especially of hydrogenous ones.

[14] NG-D MAGIK off-specular reflectometer for studies of thin-film samples with in-plane structure.

[15] NG-D Polarized Beam Reflectometer (PBR) for measuring reflectivities as low as $10^{-8}$ to determine subsurface structure.


[17] NG-1 Detector development station.

[18] NG-2 Backscattering Spectrometer (HFBS) high intensity inelastic scattering instrument with energy resolution < 1 μeV, for studies of motion in molecular and biological systems.

[19] NG-4 Disk Chopper Time-of-Flight Spectrometer for diffusive motions and low energy dynamics. Wavelengths from $\approx 0.18$ nm to 2.0 nm and energy resolutions from $\approx 2$ meV to < 10 μeV.

[20] NG-5 Spin-Polarized Triple Axis Spectrometer (SPINS) using cold neutrons with position sensitive detector capability for high-resolution studies.

[21] NG-6 Precision measurement of the magnetic dipole moment of the neutron.

[22] NG-6 Precision measurement of neutron flux.

[23] NG-6 Cold Neutron Imaging Facility for imaging hydrogenous matter in large components such as water in fuel cells and lubricants in engines.

[24] NG-7 30 m SANS for microstructure measurements, in partnership with ExxonMobil and University of Minnesota’s IPrime.

[25] NG-7 Cold neutron test station.

[26] NG-7 Neutron Interferometry and Optics Station with perfect crystal silicon interferometer. A vibration isolation system provides exceptional phase stability and fringe visibility.

[27] NG-7 Neutron Physics Interferometry Test Bed for developing novel interferometry techniques.

[28] NG-7 Horizontal Sample Reflectometer allows reflectivity measurements of free surfaces, liquid/vapor interfaces, as well as polymer coatings.
NCNR Images 2015

Kevin Martz from Richard Montgomery High School and Boualem Hammouda (NCNR) preparing for a high-pressure experiment at NGB 30m SANS.

The next generation of researchers learns about neutrons from the NCNR’s Juscelino Leão during “Take Our Daughters and Sons To Work Day”.

Chris Borg from the University of Maryland and Jeff Lynn (NCNR) at BT1 collectinghighlight-worthy data from iron superconductors.

Wei He, Young Lee, and Jiajia Wen from Stanford University get ready to collectdata on quantum spin liquids at MACS.

The NCNR’s John Copley helps summer school students understand how neutron detectors work.

Michelle Calabrese from the University of Delaware conducts a rheo-SANS experiment at the NG7 30m SANS.

Jun Mao (U of Chicago), Guangcui Yuan (NCNR), Jing Yu (Argonne National Laboratory), and Thomas Seery (U of Connecticut) measure polymer brushes using the NG7 reflectometer.

Summer school students get pointers from the NCNR’s Nick Butch on how to set up a successful experiment at DCS.
Summer school students anxiously await their first neutron data from BT7 under the guidance of Yang Zhao of the NCNR.

Abel Chuang from the University of California, Merced prepares a fuel cell for imaging at the BT2 Neutron Imaging Facility.

Yimin Wang from the University of Southern California collects data on the dynamics of ribonuclease at the NGA Neutron Spin Echo spectrometer.

Adrian Rennie, Anders Olsson (Uppsala U, Sweden), and Majority Kwaambwa (Polytechnic of Namibia, Namibia) at BT5 USANS, carefully loading their samples.

Michael Huber (NCNR), Taisiya Mineeva (U of Waterloo, Canada), Chandra Shahi (Tulane U), Ke Li (Indiana U), and Ben Heacock (North Carolina State U) at the NG7 Neutron Interferometry and Optics Facility.

At BT4 FANS, NIST SURF student John Collini from Rochester Institute of Technology experiences research first-hand with the help of the NCNR’s Steve Disseler.
Probing the structure of CENP-A derived nucleosomes using small-angle neutron scattering with contrast variation

K. Gupta, N. Sekulic, G. D. Van Duyne, and B. E. Black

Chromatin is an amalgamated assembly of protein and DNA found within all eukaryotes that carries the cell’s genetic instructions. The fundamental subunit of chromatin is the nucleosome, where just less than two turns of DNA (≈ 147 base pairs) wrap around an octamer of proteins called histones (H3, H4, H2A, and H2B) in a left-handed fashion (Fig. 1). Over 40 years ago, (SANS) measurements of chromatin leveraging contrast variation by isotopic exchange correctly determined the structural arrangement of the protein and DNA in this assembly [1-3], almost two decades before the first crystallographic structures became available from the Richmond group [4]. Today, over eighty such atomic structures of the nucleosome are available in the Protein Data Bank, revealing nearly identical structures within the context of the crystallographic lattice.

The faithful segregation of chromosomes to each daughter cell during cellular division underlies the basis for life. The centromere is a chromosomal locus necessary for accurate segregation during cell division. Errors in mitotic centromere function result in chromosome imbalances which are associated with cancer. Centromeres are defined by the presence of nucleosomes containing a histone H3 variant called CENP-A (Centromere Protein A) (for a review, see [5], Figure 1). A pressing question in this field of research is how the presence of this variant histone distinguishes the centromeric nucleosome and confers distinctive functional properties.

An important structural advance in the understanding of this histone variant arrived with the determination of an atomic structure of the heterotetramer of CENP-A in complex with histone H4 [6], a core component of a centromeric nucleosome and the experimental structure of the whole CENP-A nucleosome [7]. These data suggest that CENP-A-containing nucleosomes have the same protein/DNA stoichiometry and wind DNA in a left-handed manner similar to canonical nucleosomes, but still fall short of identifying specific features in CENP-A nucleosomes that recruit a number of proteins that direct kinetochore assembly and microtubule binding in mitosis. However, partially unwrapped DNA in CENP-A nucleosome [7] and altered angle between two heterodimers of CENP-A/H4 in tetrameric structure [6] indicate that structural identity of CENP-A nucleosome may be dynamic, requiring solution-based approaches to meaningfully interrogate these properties. The accessory protein called CENP-C binds to CENP-A derived nucleosomes and affects their structure and stability. Given its long history in the field of chromatin research, the SANS approach is ideally suited to approach many of these pressing structural questions, including how variant nucleosomes differ in structure and how binding of proteins like CENP-C modulates these properties.

The scattering facilities available at the NIST Center for Neutron Research have proven to be ideal for scattering of biological samples. While complementary small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) data is highly useful and provides additional resolution to such an analysis, contrast variation by SANS is the only way to examine the distribution of the protein and DNA components in these macromolecular assemblies in solution.

FIGURE 1: The atomic structure of the canonical nucleosome is shown (PDB 1KX5). Two turns of DNA (≈ 147 base pairs) wrap around an octamer of proteins called histones (H3 (green), H4 (blue), H2A (grey), and H2B (yellow)) in a left-handed fashion. Centromeric nucleosomes found at the centromere (red circle) are distinguished from canonical nucleosomes by the substitution of CENP-A (red) for H3.
In a recently published study in the journal *Science* [8], we applied a battery of biophysical approaches, including H-D exchange mass spectrometry and FRET experiments that demonstrated that CENP-A nucleosomes had properties distinct from those of canonical nucleosomes, and that these properties returned to a conventional form with increased rigidity when bound by a C-terminal fragment of CENP-C. To determine whether CENP-C binding leads to a steady-state structural change of nucleosomal DNA, we employed small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) with contrast variation, using NIST beam line NGB30. When CENP-C binds to reconstituted CENP-A nucleosome core particles, the pairwise distance distribution profiles (reflecting the shape of the particle in solution) substantially redistribute at contrast points strongly biased towards either the protein or DNA components (Fig. 2). The increase in larger interatomic vectors at the protein-dominated contrast point (D2O volume fraction of 80%) was expected to accompany an additional protein component (CENP-C). The pronounced redistribution of vectors to both smaller and larger distances in DNA-dominated contrast point (D2O volume fraction of 20%) when CENP-C is bound is attributed to compaction of the nucleosome core (smaller interatomic vectors) and opening of the nucleosome terminal DNA when CENP-C is bound (larger interatomic vectors); this interpretation is supported by our fluorescence and hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments.

Our study has revealed that CENP-C affects nucleosome shape and dynamics in a manner comparable to allosteric regulation of enzymes. And, we show that CENP-C depletion leads to rapid removal of CENP-A from centromeres, indicating their collaboration in maintaining centromere identity. These data suggest a model of epigenetic biology very distinct from the traditional view of nucleosomes as static scaffolds on which key functional molecules assemble. Instead, our data suggest that histone variants can change the biological properties of nucleosomes through changes in shape, thus making nucleosomes active participants in cellular processes. This mode of nucleosome regulation and stabilization may well be common to other epigenetic processes. Indeed, the results reveal the possibility that other histone variants and histone post-translational modifications may operate in a similar fashion, for instance in the regulation of gene expression. Our study also demonstrates the utility and impact of the unique experimental resources available at the NCNR and their application to driving biomedical questions in the field of chromatin research.

**FIGURE 2:** (a) Scattering length density of a CENP-A derived nucleosome with and without CENP-C (grey) bound. (b) Calculated contrast (Δρ) of the protein and DNA components in neutrons.

**FIGURE 3:** Shape distribution functions for CENP-A nucleosomes with (red) and without (black) CENP-C bound, at two different contrast points. DNA scattering dominates the upper plot (D2O volume fraction = 20%) while protein scattering dominates the lower plot (D2O volume fraction = 80%). The shape distribution profiles were derived from the primary data by Inverse Fourier Transform. Uncertainties reported are one standard deviation.
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Targeting bacteria within the mammalian cell: endolysin PlyC entry point revealed

M. Barros¹, T. Vennermann², F. Heinrich¹,², D. Nelson³,⁴, and M. Lösche¹,²

¹Department of Physics, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213
²NIST Center for Neutron Research, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899
³Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology Research, University of Maryland, Rockville, MD 20850
⁴Department of Veterinary Medicine, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

Bacteriophage-encoded endolysins are a novel alternative to antibiotics that rapidly and specifically kill bacteria. These proteins are enzymes that facilitate the egress of new phages by degrading the bacterial peptidoglycan, provoking bacterial death from the inside. However, they can also lyse bacteria when externally administered. As a result, they offer a unique antimicrobial alternative, referred to as enzybiotics [1].

Opportunistic human pathogens such as Streptococcus pyogenes, cause a broad spectrum of diseases, ranging from pharyngitis to pneumonia, by colonizing the skin and mucosal surface. In the never-ending evolutional tug-of-war between pathogens and their hosts, these bacteria have developed methods to invade human cells where they avoid surveillance by the immune system or, in modern times, antibiotic clearance. Thus, there is an urgent need for endolysins with the ability to penetrate cells so that they can target bacteria residing in intracellular and extracellular habitats.

The streptococcal C1 bacteriophage endolysin PlyC has a unique inherent ability to enter mammalian cells, without inflicting damage, while maintaining its bacteriolytic activity in the intracellular environment. To further evaluate its therapeutic potential, ex vivo studies were carried out which showed that PlyC gains cellular entry and clears intracellular streptococci at very small doses without compromising cell viability, implying that an unknown mechanism provides entry to the streptococci-specific endolysin into mammalian cells.

At CMU and the NCNR, we further investigated the molecular basis of PlyCB's ability to bind and cross the mammalian plasma membrane using synthetic model membranes known as tethered bilayer lipid membranes [3]. Complementary surface-sensitive techniques confirmed membrane integrity during PlyCB exposure and quantified membrane-binding affinity [4]. PlyCB interaction with neutral membranes is negligible, but the protein interacts strongly with membranes that contain phosphatidylserine (PS) above a concentration threshold, while its interaction is much weaker with other anionic lipids, demonstrating specificity for PS (Fig. 2). Neutron reflection showed that PlyCB binding to the membrane surface is followed by penetration into the hydrophobic
membrane core (Fig. 3), while impedance spectroscopy confirms that the membrane integrity is not negatively affected by PlyCB binding.

Those findings provide a mechanistic understanding of how PlyCB binds to cell membranes and a lead for further research on the biological translocation process. After the initial plasma membrane interaction and translocation, PlyC is transported inside the cell where it eventually encounters the streptococci that it beneficially clears within the host. PlyC’s entry point into the cell, PS, is primarily located in the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane where it would not be available for binding external endolysin. However, in cells stressed by bacteria assault and inflammation, lipid asymmetry is compromised [5]: PS may be over proportionally exposed on the outer plasma membrane, thus attracting the therapeutic agent whenever it is needed most. Future cell biological studies will investigate this possibility further.

**FIGURE 2:** Affinity of PlyCB to negatively charged tethered lipid bilayer membranes containing neutral DOPC and anionic lipids at a mole fraction of 30 % under physiologically relevant conditions. PlyCB binds poorly to PA, PG and PI (phosphatidic acid, phosphatidylglycerol and phosphatidylinositol – membrane lipids that bear the same charge as phosphatidylserine but have slightly different molecular structures). The much stronger protein adsorption to PS shows clearly the specificity of PlyCB to this plasma membrane lipid.

**FIGURE 3:** Structural envelope of membrane-bound PlyCB at a solution concentration of 600 nmol/L on a tethered bilayer lipid membrane composed of DOPC:DOPS 70:30. The composition-space model used to interpret the neutron reflection of the protein-membrane complex describes the spatial distribution of the membrane components as a sum of two error functions while the protein envelope was modeled by free-form splines [6]. Monte-Carlo resampling was used to determine the 68 % confidence limits of the profiles. This result shows that PlyCB inserts deeply into the membrane and spans its entire thickness.
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Structural interactions of a voltage sensor toxin with lipid membranes
M. Mihailescu 1,2, D. Krepkiy 3, M. Milescu 3,4, K. Gawrisch 5, K. J. Swartz 3, and S. H. White 6

A variety of toxins from venomous animals are known to alter the activity of diverse ion channel proteins including voltage, stretch, and ligand-activated cation channels. Medical conditions that affect the central and peripheral nervous systems are caused by dysfunction of ion channel proteins, in particular voltage-gated ion channels. Understanding how channel activities are altered by their interactions with toxins found in nature has significant implications for the treatment of cardiac and neuronal disorders.

Voltage-gated (VG) ion channels are key players in the electrical signaling in the nervous system. In vivo, their opening and closing permits ion conduction across cellular membranes (channel gating), and is regulated by the membrane polarity and interactions between the channels and small molecules. They assemble in cellular membranes as tetramers that delineate two loosely connected domains: a pore domain that houses the ion conduction pathway and voltage-sensing domains that are sensitive to the cellular membrane potential [1] (Fig. 1). Electromechanical coupling between those two types of domains make the channels open or close in response to variations in transmembrane potential.

Many toxins inhibit VG channels by targeting the external vestibule of the ion conduction pore and blocking the flow of ions. In other cases, the toxins modify gating by interacting with the voltage-sensing domains. The voltage-sensor toxin VSTx1 from tarantula venom is a small protein known to bind to voltage-sensitive domains of potassium VG channels and to modify their gating mechanism. Although tarantula toxins have been shown to have low affinity for the voltage-sensors outside the lipid membrane environment [4], and the membrane is thought to play an important role in their activity, the structural interactions between these toxins and lipid membranes are poorly understood.

FIGURE 1: Representations of the molecular structures of VSTx1 toxin [2] and a voltage-gated potassium channel [1]. Only two opposing units of the tetramer are shown. Segments of the Voltage-Sensor Domains (VSD) that are targeted by VSTx1 are highlighted in red [3]. The pore domain (PD) is shown schematically.

FIGURE 2: Diffraction data for VSTx1 (in either protonated or deuterated forms) incorporated in membrane systems for neutron diffraction. Diffraction data was collected at MAGIK at NCNR.
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Here, we examined the molecular details of the interactions of the VSTx1 toxin with lipid membranes [5]. We produced active forms of the VSTx1 carrying stable deuterium isotopes, from its synthetic, linear form, and tested its inhibitory function against voltage-gated potassium channels expressed in oocyte membranes using voltage-clamp techniques [5]. The toxin was then incorporated in model lipid membranes (Fig. 2) for neutron diffraction studies performed at the NCNR. Deuteration schemes of the toxin, lipid, and water, in conjunction with neutron diffraction methods, were used to show the relative distributions of these components in the membrane (Fig. 3). Specific deuterium labeling was applied to a group of amino acids of VSTx1 to highlight a particular region on the surface of the toxin that is thought to be implicated in binding to the voltage sensors [6]. It was found that upon VSTx1 partitioning in the phospholipid membrane, the deuterated patch of amino acids positions itself close to the surface of the membrane, just below the phosphate lipid head group region. This is the region of the membrane that is also explored by certain segments of the voltage sensors during VG channel activation (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the deuterium profiles found by specific deuteration enabled calculations of the orientation of the toxin in membranes by molecular modeling, starting from existing NMR structures of VSTx1 [2]. It was thus found that VSTx1 adopts a preferred orientation in the membrane, exposing the binding surface laterally in the membrane so as to facilitate formation of the toxin-channel complexes. The more flexible C-terminus of VSTx1 was found to point toward the membrane interior, possibly enabling fast lateral propulsion of the toxin in the membrane, in search for its target on the channel.

Other measurements from this study revealed that the toxin distorts the membrane to produce thinning and increased disorder of the hydrocarbon core [5]. Because the conformation of voltage sensors in membrane is thought to be strongly dependent on the lipid membrane environment [7], structural perturbations of the membranes under the action of voltage-sensor toxins may indirectly affect ion channel activities.

Our studies by neutron diffraction were the first to clearly describe the structural interactions of a voltage-sensor toxin with the lipid membrane and set the ground for understanding how the pharmacology of these toxins interacting with voltage sensors can be modulated by membrane properties.
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The large-scale capture and sequestration of carbon dioxide (CO\(_2\)) from pre-combustion, post-combustion, and natural gas mixtures have become important technological and environmental targets to mitigate the effect of greenhouse gases on global climate change. Conventional CO\(_2\) capture using primary alkanolamine scrubbers consumes large amounts of energy for regeneration. Nanoporous materials such as carbon molecular sieves, zeolites, and MOFs have been studied for CO\(_2\) separations and capture because of their high internal surface area, high micropore volume, chemical tunability, fast adsorption/desorption kinetics, and low heats of adsorption [1].

Chabazite (CHA) is a small pore zeolite consisting of a double 6-membered ring (D6R) as the basic building unit with one large ellipsoidal cavity accessed by six 8-membered ring windows (8MR). CHA-type zeolites provide improved hydrothermal stability over other zeolites, an important property in the selective catalytic reduction of NO\(_x\) and moist flue-gas applications. CHA has also been shown to have high selectivity for light olefins in the conversion of methanol to olefins process and demonstrated potential in gas separations, such as CO\(_2\) from N\(_2\) in flue gas mixtures. Extra-framework cations present in Al-exchanged zeolite frameworks play important roles in determining the adsorption properties.

Adsorption measurements reveal that the CHA samples with higher aluminum content have higher adsorption capacity. We considered the adsorption properties and site-specific adsorption properties of CO\(_2\) in pure, high, and medium silica CHAs (Si/Al = ∞, 12, 6, respectively) with varied cation-exchange (Li\(^+\), K\(^+\), Na\(^+\)). These insights were obtained by combining in-situ X-ray (XRPD) and neutron powder diffraction (NPD) methods using Fourier difference mapping to locate the adsorbed CO\(_2\) and correlating the results with adsorption measurements. This allows us to elucidate the atomic origin of the adsorption properties across a series of cation-exchanged zeolites, which aids in the engineering of improved CO\(_2\) adsorbents [2].

Figure 1 depicts the locations of alkali metal cations typically observed in high-silica CHAs. From Rietveld refinement of powder diffraction data, we observed Li and Na at the 6MR window, as expected as this coordination environment is the most favorable in CHA for small cations. In this position, each Li\(^+\) or Na\(^+\) is effectively coordinated with 3 oxygen atoms of the framework. Due to ionic radii difference (r\(_{\text{Na}^+}\) = 1.16 Å, r\(_{\text{Li}^+}\) = 0.73 Å), Na\(^+\) lies higher above the plane of the 6MR (≈ 22°) measured from the Si in the ring compared to Li-CHA-6 (≈ 9.6°). These angles are slightly larger in Li- and Na-CHA-12. On the other hand, the larger K\(^+\) cation sits preferentially in the middle of the 8MR where it is coordinated with 4 oxygen atoms of the zeolite framework. In addition, K\(^+\) is observed on a position above the 6MR where it is only coordinated with 3 oxygen atoms of the zeolite framework.
CO$_2$ molecule to the surrounding oxygen atoms of the framework. The refinement of XRPD and NPD patterns of CO$_2$ on pure silica CHA resulted in the identification of two adsorption sites for CO$_2$: (1) located in the 8MR and (2) in the ellipsoid cages of CHA framework (Fig. 1). In the CHA 8MR, the preferred adsorption site (A) is the center of the CHA window in which each carbon atom in CO$_2$ molecule has maximal close contacts with the 8 oxygen atoms of the 8MR such that two O$_{8MR}$ across the ring from each other give an angle O$_{8MR}$-C-O$_{8MR}$ = 180°. From XRPD refinement of CO$_2$ in Si-CHA, the CO$_2$–8MR oxygen atom distances were determined to be from 3.129(6) Å to 3.410(4) Å, and with d(O$_{CO2}$-O$_{CHA}$) between ca. 3.18 Å to 3.98 Å. Another CO$_2$ adsorption site (B) in pure silica CHA is inside the ellipsoidal cage where the carbon atom has the most effective contact distances with 4 framework oxygen atoms and the CO$_2$ oxygen atoms also have effective contact distances with 4 to 5 framework oxygen atoms each. Overall, these considerations explain the high occupancy of CO$_2$ at site A in CHA zeolites, or indeed in 8MR zeolites in general.

Two CO$_2$ adsorption sites were determined in Li-CHA and Na-CHA zeolites by Fourier analysis (Fig. 2). The distance between Na$^+$ and O$_{CO2}$ in site A (3.605(0) Å) is much shorter than that for the Li$^+$ (4.307(0) Å) leading to a more effective electrostatic interaction. The CO$_2$ second site in these zeolites is end-on coordination with the cation, M$^+$-O=C=O, at distances of 2.68(7) Å (Na$^+$) and 2.3(2) Å (Li$^+$). The linear CO$_2$ molecule is tilted toward the 4MR window to achieve closer contact with framework oxygen atoms. This adsorption site can be viewed as B being a rotation and translation of the all-silica site (B). Since the Li$^+$-O=C=O distance is shorter than that in Na$^+$-CHA, the CO$_2$ contact angle is more acute, $\angle$Li$^+$-O=C=O $\approx$ 144° vs. $\angle$Na$^+$-O=C=O $\approx$ 163°, having more effective dispersive interaction with the framework. Because the interaction energy of the large quadrupole moment of CO$_2$ (14.3 $\times$ 10$^{-40}$ C m$^3$) with an inhomogeneous electric field of zeolite is highest in 8MR zeolites, site A (8MR) is still a major adsorption site in alkali-exchanged CHA even though open metal cations provide an additional strong binding site in the cage (B) through enhanced electrostatic interaction.

In solid CO$_2$, molecules of CO$_2$ are arranged in their lowest energy configuration where an O atom of one CO$_2$ molecule is in close contact with more than 10 oxygen atoms and a C atom also has close contact with 6 oxygen atoms of other CO$_2$ ($d_{CO2}$ = 3.11 Å), which is the distance we found in the 8MR. Further, in the cases of Li- and Na-CHA-12 at low CO$_2$ doses, there is an overall similarity of the positions and occupancies of the two CO$_2$ sites (A, B) with $\angle$Li$^+$-O=C=O $\approx$ 142° and $\angle$Na$^+$-O=C=O $\approx$ 166° and the cation-CO$_2$ distance are identical to those in CHA-6 at 2.302(5) Å (Li$^+$) and 2.59(8) Å (Na$^+$).

Refinement of the K-CHA-12 data show that K$^+$ behaves quite similarly to Cu$^{2+}$ in which the majority of the CO$_2$ is found in the 8MR and only a small fraction of the adsorbate is found with an end-on CO$_2$ coordination with the cations. Interestingly, in K-CHA-6 with the higher concentration of K$^+$ partially blocking more of the 8MR window, the occupancy of the second CO$_2$ site (C) in the cage is significantly increased. The increase in interaction energy is due to the CO$_2$ coordination to two K$^+$ cations (across 6MR-6MR or 6MR-8MR) being more efficient in lower silica K-CHA-6 with a K$^+$-O=C=O distance approx. 3 Å. In this configuration, the oxygen and carbon atoms also have a number of attractive interactions with framework oxygen atoms.

Structural properties of Chabazite zeolites dosed with CO$_2$ were determined from in-situ powder X-ray and neutron diffraction measurements. The 8MR (A) was identified as the major CO$_2$ adsorption site in pure silica CHA due to the high number of close contacts to the framework oxygen atoms to the CO$_2$. The exchanged cations in charged CHA frameworks are open metal ions providing strong binding sites through induced polarizability of CO$_2$. CO$_2$ is coordinated end-on to cations with the molecular axis tilted to the framework to maximize its dispersion interaction. The population of the direct coordinated adsorption sites of CO$_2$ with these metal cations decreases with the hardness of cation, except for K-CHA-6, where the bridged complexes of CO$_2$ and two K$^+$ cation sites were formed with higher interaction energy than a single cation adsorption site. Additionally, a major CO$_2$ adsorption site in the 8MR, previously determined in Cu-CHA [3], was still observed in these cation-exchanged CHAs due to high van der Waals and quadrupole interactions. The type of structural determination completed here is essential in the understanding and design of better adsorbent materials for CO$_2$ capture and separation technologies.
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Over the past 10 years there have been many reports of correlations between picosecond (ps) or nanosecond (ns) dynamic processes in liquids or glasses, and long-time properties of these systems such as diffusion or viscous flow. Our recent work [1] uses neutron scattering data to build a framework that explains these curious correlations. In providing that framework, the work also presents a surprising picture of relaxation in liquids. It shows that dynamics in liquids are spatially heterogeneous, where some nanometer-sized regions of liquids exhibit dynamic processes that are distinct from those in nearby regions, but that these distinctions typically last less than 10 ps. With this picture of heterogeneous dynamics in mind, we were able to predict self-diffusion rates, and for the first time provide a clear molecular picture for an enigmatic process known as Johari-Goldstein (JG) relaxation.

Sugar-based glasses have been used for decades to encapsulate and stabilize therapeutic proteins, vaccines, and other biological structures and materials. Although this approach has been used widely in biopharmaceutics and other fields, the fundamental mechanisms by which these glasses stabilize biological molecules are not understood. Ten years ago, we showed that a signature in neutron backscattering correlated with protein stability in these glasses [2], and that this correlation was a candidate for a rapid and reliable stability prediction method. The correlation was somewhat surprising since the characteristic time for the neutron-material interaction is on the order of ns, whereas the characteristic time for protein degradation is on the order of months. Nonetheless, the correlation proved to be very robust for protein aggregation and chemical degradation processes [3].

We proposed that diffusive processes might provide a mechanistic link between the ns-ps dynamics and protein degradation processes, since the degradation processes should be transport-limited. There had been a number of studies linking viscous flow and short-time dynamics; however, translational diffusion and viscous flow do not track one another in general. In an effort to test our hypothesis we performed incoherent quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) on five common liquids at temperatures ranging from 4 K to well above the melting temperature using the Disk Chopper Spectrometer at the NCNR.

The most surprising feature of the data was that it clearly showed two dynamic states for molecules. Below the melting temperature (in the non-crystallized, supercooled state) most molecules are tightly caged (TC) by their neighbors and are unable to move more than 1 % of their diameter on a picosecond timescale. On the other hand, a small fraction of molecules are more loosely caged (LC) and can move by more than 10 % of their diameter on the same timescale. As temperatures are lowered, an increasingly large fraction of molecules are tightly caged, and the distance that these molecules can move becomes increasingly small. On the other hand, the molecules that remain mobile (loosely caged) can move the same distance, independent of temperature! Particularly surprising was that this two-state dynamic picture appeared to persist even above the melting temperature (see Fig. 1).

FIGURE 1: Confinement length scale $\sigma$ for LC (a)-(e) and TC (f) molecules in the two-state model at 1 ps (solid symbols) and 10 ps (hollow symbols). Arrow indicates $T_c$ for each material and $r_H$ is the hydrodynamic radius.
We usually think of liquids as being dynamically homogeneous – that molecules in one region of the liquid should jostle about just like molecules in another region of the liquid. While this is certainly true on the timescales we usually experience or measure (nanoseconds and longer), it appears not to be true on timescales of less than 10 ps. Hints of such a two-state dynamic picture have surfaced occasionally over the past century. In 1923, C.V. Raman was the first to suggest the idea that molecules in liquids are found in two distinct dynamic populations at short times. Since then, other researchers have proposed similar two-state dynamic models. In 1970, Johari and Goldstein identified a weak, but apparently ubiquitous relaxation processes in liquids that occurs on a timescale faster than the slowest (α) process associated with viscous flow, but faster than the ps timescale dynamics associated with rattling of molecules in a cage of its neighbors. Since the 70s, this Johari-Goldstein β relaxation (β_JG) has been studied extensively, but no clear molecular picture has emerged.

FIGURE 2: Dynamics in liquids on a sub-ps timescale resemble a game of 15. Molecules can move substantially only when molecules in their vicinity are in rare configurations that allow large steps. Otherwise, molecules move only very little.

Through the temperature dependence of the two-state behavior observed, we were able to formulate a mechanism for molecular motion that provides a simple picture of the β_JG process and also uncovers details of a so-called “hopping” diffusion mechanism. The proposed mechanism resembles a game of 15 (see Fig. 2). Here, each molecule is either tightly caged by its neighbors (TC) and essentially immobile, or loosely caged (LC) and able to move about. LC molecules explore their available volume quickly, within a few picoseconds, so their positions quickly randomize within their available volume. Substantial motion of TC molecules occurs only when an exchange occurs between TC and LC states. In addition to allowing us to calculate translational diffusion that occurs one molecule at a time as molecules become loosely caged, we were able to correctly calculate the β_JG relaxation times as the timescale for molecules becoming loosely caged from a previously TC state (Fig. 3).

FIGURE 3: Calculated relaxation times based on two-state model: JG times as solid symbols, α-relaxation as hollow symbols, fast-β process as dashed lines. Measured relaxation times are shown as solid lines. Upper inset shows predicted and experimental diffusion constants. Lower inset shows the correlation between γ (spatial correlation parameter) and fragility.

This work provides a coherent molecular picture that explains key aspects of molecular transport and relaxation in liquids and glasses, and sets the groundwork for quantitatively predicting degradation rates of therapeutic proteins in sugar-based dried (glassy) formulations.
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Manganese oxides are relevant not only for practical applications such as cathode materials in rechargeable batteries [1], but also for their fundamental properties such as complex magnetism. The mixed-valence Mn (i.e., Mn$^{3+}$ and Mn$^{4+}$) oxides with the perovskite crystal structure display remarkable properties such as colossal magnetoresistance [2], whereby the resistance of the oxide changes orders of magnitude upon the application of an external magnetic field. This interesting response arises from the mixed-valence states of the manganese in the crystal lattice, and from the so-called Goodenough-Kanomori rules [3]. Our search for other manganese oxides with similar properties led to a diverse array of $A_xMnO_2$ compounds with mixed Mn$^{3+}$ and Mn$^{4+}$ states. We have recently explored [4] one particular crystal structure type known as hollandite that is part of the $A_xMnO_2$ family. We found that the magnetic properties of hollandites can be manipulated through substitution of other magnetic cations onto the Mn framework. Using powder neutron diffraction, we solved magnetic structures both in the pristine Ba$_{1.2}$Mn$_8$O$_{16}$ sample and metal-substituted Ba$_{1.2}$CoMn$_7$O$_{16}$, to explain their vastly different magnetic properties.

The hollandite structure of Ba$_{1.2}$Mn$_8$O$_{16}$ can be described as a pseudo one-dimensional oxide, with the walls of the channels composed of edge-sharing MnO$_6$ octahedra (Fig. 1a). The Ba$^{2+}$ cations are located and disordered within the channels of the hollandite, with their charge causing the mixed valence state of the Mn cations. One of the interesting crystal geometries within hollandite is that each wall of the square channel is made of a triangular ladder as shown in Figure 1b. A consequence of this topology is that magnetic frustration is likely as in the case of the infinite sheets of edge-sharing MnO$_6$ octahedra in the related compound α-NaMnO$_2$.

![FIGURE 1: a) Unit cell of the hollandite and b) a different perspective down one of the walls of the Mn oxide framework demonstrating the triangular connectivity of the Mn centers.](image)

![FIGURE 2: The magnetization versus temperature for a) Ba$_{1.2}$CoMn$_8$O$_{16}$ (BCMO) and b) Ba$_{1.2}$CoMn$_7$O$_{16}$ (BMO) c) Integrated intensity of the (200) reflection from neutron powder diffraction versus the magnetization from SQUID magnetometry d) Magnetization versus field in both oxides.](image)

We prepared powder samples of Ba$_{1.2}$Mn$_8$O$_{16}$ and Ba$_{1.2}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$ through a salt flux technique that led to phase pure materials, and we measured the magnetization versus temperature of both oxides. We noticed a remarkable difference in their behavior. While Ba$_{1.2}$Mn$_8$O$_{16}$ appears to be an antiferromagnet with a Neél temperature ($T_N$) of 25 K, the Co-substituted analogue displays a magnetization that diverges upon lowering the temperature below...
180 K ($T_d$) (Fig. 2a, 2b); therefore, Ba$_{12}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$ appears to be ferromagnetic. The magnetization vs. field of both compounds confirms that the compound Ba$_{12}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$ displays hysteresis while Ba$_{12}$Mn$_8$O$_{16}$ remains antiferromagnetic up to 7 T (Fig. 2d). Curie-Weiss fits to the high temperature data of the magnetic susceptibilities also reveal an interesting dynamic. In Ba$_{12}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$, the Curie-Weiss temperature ($\theta_{CW}$) was found to be – 430 K, while that in Ba$_{12}$Mn$_8$O$_{16}$ was – 630 K. The much higher ordering temperature in Ba$_{12}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$ indicates that the frustration index ($\theta_{CW}/T_{transition}$) is higher in Ba$_{12}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$ ($\approx$ 17) than in Ba$_{12}$Mn$_8$O$_{16}$ ($\approx$ 3.5).

While magnetization studies with the SQUID magnetometer gave us a picture of the overall bulk properties, neutron diffraction was necessary to elucidate the distribution and orientation of the magnetic moments. The temperature dependent experiments were carried out on the BT-1 high-resolution powder diffractometer to determine the nuclear and magnetic structures of both compounds. In Ba$_{12}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$, it is obvious that a complex antiferromagnetic structure develops as evidenced by the low angle superlattice peaks (Fig. 3). Through the method of representational analysis, we were able to fit the Bragg peaks with a complex structure that can be described as a helix with a large magnetic unit cell.

Upon inserting Co into the Mn oxide framework, the low-angle satellite peaks in the neutron powder pattern disappear. Instead, a new intensity is found at the (200) reflection, and the temperature dependence of this peak follows the SQUID magnetization data (Fig. 2c). Solving the structure utilizing the method of representational analysis indicates that the magnetic moment points mostly along the c- direction of the crystal, and slight canting of the moments off the (200) planes are what lead to the ferrimagnetism in this material.

The crystallographic information from neutron diffraction data provided us with some clues as to why this dramatic change in the magnetic properties occurs. The nature of many exchange interactions in metal oxides is mediated through the 2p orbitals of O, and such interactions should be highly antiferromagnetic when the Mn–O–Mn bond angle reaches 180°. For a bond angle of 90°, the exchange interaction is expected to be weakly ferromagnetic. The bond angles in our hollandite compounds range from 92.028° and 128.088°, which implies that both kinds of interactions may be present in the hollandites. We anticipate three exchange constants ($J_1$, $J_2$, and $J_3$) to be the dominating parameters controlling the overall magnetic behavior based on the connectivity of the Mn cations (Fig. 1a, 1b). Indeed, the recent theory work of Mandal et al. found that $J_1$, $J_2$, and $J_3$ model predicts a rich phase diagram for the hollandite-type $\alpha$-MnO$_2$, including ferrimagnetism and helical antiferromagnetism [5].

In summary, we have found a new functional Mn oxide system where we can control the overall magnetic behavior through chemical substitution. In Ba$_{12}$Mn$_n$O$_{16}$ the complex helical antiferromagnetism gives way to a ferrimagnetic oxide upon substitution of Mn sites with Co cations. The high level of magnetic frustration in Ba$_{12}$Mn$_n$O$_{16}$ is relieved in Ba$_{12}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$ by having Co$^{2+}$ substitute in the framework enough so that all the Mn$^{3+}$ changes to Mn$^{4+}$. The result is a ferrimagnetic structure that consists of a mostly collinear antiferromagnetic structure with some slight canting of the moments. By reducing the frustration in the magnetic lattice, the temperature of transition is also vastly changed, with a $T_c = 25$ K in Ba$_{12}$Mn$_n$O$_{16}$ going to $T_c = 180$ K in Ba$_{12}$Mn$_7$O$_{16}$. We propose that a $J_1$-$J_2$-$J_3$ model for the magnetic exchange interactions would be useful in designing new magnetic materials based on the Mn oxides with the hollandite structure. As demonstrated with the mixed valence manganites before, the use of neutron diffraction is an indispensible tool in exploring new structure types such as these hollandites and elucidating their magnetic properties.

**Figure 3**: The magnetic Bragg peaks and resulting magnetic structure for (top) Ba$_{12}$CoMn$_7$O$_{16}$ and (bottom) Ba$_{12}$CoMn$_8$O$_{16}$.
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**New metal–organic framework exhibiting increased charge density and enhanced H₂ binding**

M. R. Hudson¹, M. T. Kapelewski², S. J. Geier², D. Stück², J. A. Mason², J. N. Nelson¹, D. J. Xiao², Z. Hulvey¹, E. Gilmour³, S. A. FitzGerald⁴, M. Head-Gordon², C. M. Brown¹, and J. R. Long²

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of porous materials whose properties can be tuned for specific applications, such as storing and separating gases, by choice of the component inorganic units and bridging organic linkers. Strong adsorption sites are installed on the pore surface, such as exposed metal cations, in order to selectively attract specific gas molecules [1-3]. The MOF $M_2$(dobdc) ($M = Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn; dobdc = 2,5-dioxido-1,4-benzenedicarboxylate) structure type contains a high density of exposed metal cations, primary binding sites for small gas molecules, and have been investigated for potential applications, including H₂ and CH₄ storage, CO₂ capture, and CO separations [1-4]. Discovering new frameworks is not trivial, but selectively tuning the most promising existing MOFs by altering the linker, the metal, or both provides a viable strategy for developing new adsorbents. We have tuned the electronics of the exposed metal cations $M_2$(dobdc), and thus its affinity for gas molecules, by synthesizing a structural isomer of the $M_2$(dobdc) framework, $M_2$(m-dobdc) ($M = Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, or Ni), where the para carboxylic acid functionalities and para hydroxyl substituents, are replaced with their meta counterparts. The new framework has subtle differences in the electronic structure of the ligand and overall connectivity as compared to the $M_2$(dobdc) framework. Isomers of MOFs are known and primarily derive from what are termed “framework isomers.” The structure of $M_2$(m-dobdc), however, is an example of a ligand-originated isomer. This framework’s gas separation properties are probed using H₂ adsorption, as H₂ is simple, has low polarizability, and has potential use as a clean fuel.

Powder X-ray and neutron diffraction methods were used to solve the crystal structure of Co₂(m-dobdc) confirming that the $M_2$(m-dobdc) frameworks are indeed structurally analogous to $M_2$(dobdc) (Fig. 1). Similar to Co₂(dobdc), Co₂(m-dobdc) possesses helical chains of Co²⁺ centers running parallel to the crystallographic c axis. Based on the change in point group symmetry of the linker from $C_{2v}$ in $H_2$(dobdc) to $C_{2v}$ in $H_2$(m-dobdc), a change in the space group from R3 in Co₂(dobdc) to R3m in Co₂(m-dobdc) is observed. The orientation of the carboxylate groups of the linker is changed, with the CO₂ unit twisting out of the plane of the aromatic ring by approximately 12.5° in Co₂(m-dobdc), as compared to just 3.5° in Co₂(dobdc). Metal centers in Co₂(m-dobdc) that face into the same pore align directly along the crystallographic b axis, resulting in a Co⋯Co separation of 14.9(1) Å across the channels. In Co₂(dobdc), the metals are offset from each other by one-third of a twist in the chain, leading to a Co⋯Co separation of 15.24(8) Å [1].

Low-pressure H₂ adsorption isotherms were measured for the four $M_2$(m-dobdc) frameworks at 77 K to probe the potentially modified electronic structures at the open metal sites. Although the $M_2$(dobdc) MOFs have a higher H₂ uptake at 1 bar, at very low pressures, Ni₂(m-dobdc) has a significantly higher uptake than Ni₂(dobdc) indicating that the interaction of H₂ with the exposed Ni²⁺ cations ion the surface of Ni₂(m-dobdc) is stronger than in Ni₂(dobdc), the best in the series. Similar to $M_2$(dobdc), the isosteric heat of adsorption plots for $M_2$(m-dobdc) imply a nearly constant H₂ binding enthalpy until a loading of (0.7 to 0.8) H₂/M²⁺ (H₂ per open metal) followed by a sharp decrease as all exposed metal cations become occupied and only weaker adsorption sites remain [1]. Increasing the binding

![FIGURE 1: (Left) Crystal structure of Co₂(m-dobdc) showing 1-D hexagonal pores and helical metal chains. (Right) Partial crystal structures of Co₂(dobdc) vs. Co₂(m-dobdc) showing the primary D₂ binding site I (yellow).](image)
enthalpy of H₂ in MOFs is important, as a binding enthalpy of (∼15 to ∼20) kJ/mol is predicted to be optimal for the on-board storage of H₂ at ambient temperatures. The low-coverage isosteric heats of adsorption of M₂(m-dobdc) are −10.3 kJ/mol (Mn²⁺), −11.1 kJ/mol (Fe²⁺), −11.6 kJ/mol (Co²⁺), and −12.3 kJ/mol (Ni²⁺). The trend further mirrors that observed for H₂ binding within M₃(dobdc) and are, on average, ≈ 1.0 kJ/mol stronger than in the corresponding M₂(dobdc) [1,4].

In-situ powder neutron diffraction experiments were performed by dosing precise quantities of D₂ to determine the reason for the higher H₂ binding enthalpy seen in the M₃(m-dobdc) MOFs. It was anticipated that the open metal site would provide the primary H₂ binding site (I) and at a loading 0.75 D₂/Co²⁺ in Co₃(m-dobdc), this is the case with D₂−M²⁺ distance of 2.23(5) Å, closer than 2.32(2) Å in Co₃(dobdc), confirming that the H₂ binds more strongly to the open metal sites within the meta (Fig. 1) [1]. At a loading of 1.25 D₂/Co²⁺, a second binding site (II) adjacent to the primary site becomes populated (Fig. 2). This can be attributed to a D₂−D₂ interaction (2.88(4) Å) combined with a D₂−O (3.28(6) Å) from the nearest framework oxygen atom. Site II is in a similar location to the secondary binding sites observed in Co₃(dobdc). The site I to site II D₂−D₂, 3.05(2) Å, in Co₃(m-dobdc) at a loading of 2.25 D₂/Co²⁺ is significantly shorter than the 3.16(2) Å observed in Co₃(dobdc). This closer site I to site II separation in Co₃(m-dobdc) is most likely a polarization effect. A third binding site (III) located = 3.08 Å above the mean plane of the aromatic ring of the m-dobdc⁴⁻ linker becomes populated at higher loadings of D₂ (Fig. 2). This site is equidistant (3.25(6) Å) to two D₂ at neighboring site I positions in Co₃(m-dobdc), whereas in Co₃(dobdc), the different symmetry leads to two distinct site I–site III interactions at distances of 3.06(3) and 3.24(3) Å. Importantly, for Co₃(m-dobdc) there are only half as many D₂ situated at site III as in Co₃(dobdc) at high loadings, which leads to the observation of a fourth binding site (IV) not seen in the M₂(dobdc) series (Fig. 2). The differing symmetry of the meta framework contributes to this additional binding site, as the two framework O atoms interacting with the D₂ molecule in site IV are equivalent in Co₃(m-dobdc), but not in Co₃(dobdc).

Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments were carried out to probe the site-specific binding properties of H₂ (Fig. 3). At loadings up to 1.0 n-H₂/M²⁺, two low-energy rotational lines are apparent at 7.8(1) meV and 9.5(1) meV for Co₃(m-dobdc) and 7.5(1) meV and 9.3(1) meV for Ni₃(m-dobdc). These features are similar to those observed in INS spectra for several compounds in the M₃(dobdc) series and have been assigned to transitions occurring from the J = 0 state to sublevels of the split J = 1 rotational state for initial H₂ molecules adsorbed at the metal centers [4].

These results demonstrate the synthesis of a new family of MOFs, M₃(m-dobdc), representing a potentially less expensive version of their well-known structural isomers M₂(dobdc). Future efforts will focus on determining whether the enhanced charge density at the metal sites leads to improvements compared to their M₂(dobdc) analogues in the efficacy of key gas separations.
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FIGURE 2: Partial crystal structures of Co₃(m-dobdc) showing the interactions of the primary (I) and secondary D₂ binding sites II, III, and IV (yellow, orange spheres). Purple gray, red, and white spheres: Co, C, O, H, respectively.
Structural behavior, dynamics, and superionic conduction in Na$_2$B$_{10}$H$_{10}$
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Recently, we found that Na$_2$B$_{12}$H$_{12}$, which possesses large icosahedral B$_{12}$H$_{12}^2$ anions, undergoes an order-disorder phase transition [1] near 529 K accompanied by superionic conductivity ($\approx 0.1$ S cm$^{-1}$) [2] rivaling that of other favored materials currently of interest for use in Na-ion batteries. These types of large polyhedral anion-based compounds represent an intriguing new area for discovering other materials with similar superionic conductivities, but with lower transition temperatures.

One such material is the related sodium salt, Na$_2$B$_{10}$H$_{10}$, which contains large, ellipsoidal-shaped B$_{10}$H$_{10}^2$ anions. Our differential scanning calorimetry measurements indicated a much lower order-disorder transition near 360 K [3]. Neutron powder diffraction (NPD) measurements [4] on the BT-1 High-resolution Powder Diffractometer of an isotopically-tailored Na$_2^{11}$B$_{10}$D$_{10}$ sample (see Fig. 1), we were able to correct the previously inaccurate low-T ordered monoclinic $P2_1/c$ structure derived from X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD). Our NPD-derived structure was verified to be the lower-energy configuration by density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations. Moreover, the DFT-simulated phonon density of states for this structure was found to be consistent with the observed neutron vibrational spectra measured on the Filter-Analyzer Neutron spectrometer for both Na$_2^{11}$B$_{10}$D$_{10}$ and Na$_2^{11}$B$_{10}$H$_{10}$ (see Fig. 2).

Further NPD measurements of Na$_2^{11}$B$_{10}$D$_{10}$ above the phase transition indicated the formation of a disordered, face-centered-cubic (fcc) phase, possessing a vacancy-rich Na$^+$ cation sublattice (see Fig. 3) [3,4]. Fourier difference maps suggested a broad distribution of cation positions, and the inclusion of three different interstitial positions was ultimately necessary to attain a good model fit. The refinements also suggested extensive anion orientational disorder, which could be represented in various ways via multiple B and H positions. The structure depicted in Fig. 3 reflects the simplest representation of six approximately superimposed anion orientations.

Anion dynamical behavior was probed by neutron fixed-window scans [3] of Na$_2^{11}$B$_{10}$H$_{10}$ on the High-Flux Backscattering Spectrometer. The results in Fig. 4 suggest that a dramatic change in B$_{10}$H$_{10}^2$ anion reorientational mobility occurs upon phase transformation. In particular, the large elastic neutron counts in the low-T ordered phase suggest anion reorientational jump frequencies less than $10^8$ s$^{-1}$, whereas the roughly 80 % lower counts in the high-T disordered phase suggest an orders-of-

FIGURE 1: NPD data for Na$_2^{11}$B$_{10}$D$_{10}$ at 2.5 K with refinement results corresponding to the depicted ordered monoclinic structure. Yellow, green, and white spheres denote Na, B, and H, respectively.

FIGURE 2: Neutron vibrational spectra for (a) Na$_2^{11}$B$_{10}$D$_{10}$ and Na$_2^{11}$B$_{10}$H$_{10}$ at 4 K compared to the simulated one-phonon (gray) and one+two-phonon densities of states (red, blue, and green) from first-principles phonon calculations of the different DFT-optimized structures: (b) NPD-derived structure, (c) previous XRPD-derived structure, and (d) “isolated” $^{11}$B$_{10}$D$_{10}^2$ anions.
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magnitude enhancement to greater than $10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$. The Fig. 4 inset of a quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) spectrum [3] measured on the Disk-Chopper Spectrometer for the disordered phase at 375 K indicates a quasielastic component with a Lorentzian linewidth of about 41(1) μeV FWHM, which reflects a jump correlation frequency on the order of $3 \times 10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$. The ratio of elastic and total scattering intensities (i.e., elastic incoherent structure factor) suggests that, besides $B_{\text{10}^2}H_{\text{10}}^-$ reorientational jumps around the long axis, anion flips leading to exchanges of apical H atom positions are also occurring.

We probed the Na$^+$ dynamical behavior in Na$_2$B$_{10}$H$_{10}$ by $^{23}$Na NMR measurements [3], which confirmed that the transition from the ordered to the disordered phase is accompanied by a sharp rise in the Na$^+$ translational jump rate to $>1.5 \times 10^8$ s$^{-1}$ and a large drop in the activation energy from 750(20) meV to 190(10) meV. Moreover, the very small $^{23}$Na NMR linewidth (0.2 kHz FWHM) observed in the disordered phase confirmed that Na$^+$ cations were undergoing long-range diffusion.

Finally, we characterized the ionic conduction behavior of Na$_2$B$_{10}$H$_{10}$ by ac impedance measurements [3]. Figure 3 indicates conductivity ($\approx 0.01$ S cm$^{-1}$) above the hysteretic transition unmatched by any other known complex hydride materials. This superionic conductivity is consistent with the relatively small activation energy for Na$^+$ diffusion within the liquid-like cation sublattice. Again, similar to disordered Na$_2$B$_{12}$H$_{12}$ [2] the overly large size and quasispherical shape of the polyhedral anions probably result in less restrictive interstitial pathways and, hence, reduced Na$^+$ diffusional bottlenecks between the various cation sites within the close-packed anion sublattice.

As for other disordered complex hydrides, the reorientationally mobile anions associated with superionic Na$_2$B$_{10}$H$_{10}$ may also lower the cation diffusional barrier by providing a dynamically cooperative environment for cation jumps within the interstitial space formed by the anion sublattice. At least an order-of-magnitude higher anion reorientational jump rate compared to the Na$^+$ diffusional jump rate may enable the anions to act in some sense as ‘lubricants’ for cation diffusive motions. For all these disordered materials, a more theoretical grasp of the relationship of structural disorder and anion reorientational mobility to cation diffusion and conductivity awaits future first-principles molecular dynamics calculations.

**References**

The magnetic properties of superconductors have a rich and interesting history. Early work showed that even tiny concentrations of magnetic impurities destroyed the superconducting pairing through the exchange-driven spin depairing mechanism, prohibiting any possibility of cooperative magnetic behavior [1]. The first exception to this rule was provided by the cubic rare-earth substituted CeRu$_2$ alloys, followed by the ternary Chevrel-phase ($\text{RMo}_6\text{S}_8$, $\text{R} =$ rare earth) and related superconductors, where the first demonstrations of long-range magnetic order coexisting with superconductivity were obtained. The majority of these Chevrel-phase materials order antiferromagnetically where coexistence of long-range order with superconductivity is common, but these materials also provided the first examples of the rare occurrence of ferromagnetism and consequent electromagnetic competition with superconductivity. Antiferromagnetic order is also found for the Cu spins and all the rare earths in the cuprates, and for all the $\text{RNi}_2\text{B}_2\text{C}$ borocarbides with the singular exception of $\text{ErNi}_2\text{B}_2\text{C}$ at low temperature (below 2.3 K) where a net magnetization developed that resulted in the spontaneous formation of flux quanta (vortices).

For the high-$T_c$ iron-based superconductors of direct interest here, all the iron and rare-earth orderings have been antiferromagnetic in nature until very recently, with the apparent development of 3d iron ferromagnetism around 10 K in the form of spontaneous vortex creation in ($\text{Li}_{1-x}\text{Fe}_x\text{OH}$)FeSe, well below the superconducting transition temperature $T_c$ which can be as high as 43 K. To investigate both the magnetic and superconducting properties of this system, we have carried out neutron diffraction and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements on a polycrystalline sample ($^{7}\text{Li}_{0.82}\text{Fe}_{0.18}\text{OH}$)FeSe, where the $^{7}\text{Li}$ isotope has been employed to avoid the neutron absorption of $^{6}\text{Li}$, and H has been replaced by D to avoid the huge nuclear incoherent cross section [2].

High intensity powder diffraction measurements were carried out to search for magnetic Bragg peaks. For the present system no evidence for magnetic ordering was found. This perhaps is not surprising given that the ferromagnetism is expected to arise in the Li-Fe layer, with an expected moment of less than 1 $\mu_B$/Fe and only 18% of the sites occupied, the site-averaged ferromagnetic moment will be very difficult to observe in powder diffraction.

To detect long wavelength oscillatory magnetic order, pure ferromagnetism, and study the vortex scattering, small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) is the technique of choice. We have observed two separate components of magnetic scattering, one in zero applied field due to an inhomogeneous mixed state originating from either the spontaneous formation of vortices or ferromagnetic domains, while in an applied field we observe the scattering from a well-developed vortex lattice that arises below the superconducting transition temperature for this sample of $T_c = 18$ K [2]. Figure 1a shows the wave vector dependence of the difference scattering in this regime at several temperatures of interest, with data being taken in steps of 2.5 K. At and above 12.5 K no magnetic signal is observed, while for lower...
temperatures we observe a rapid increase in intensity with decreasing $T$. At each temperature this scattering increases monotonically with decreasing $Q$ but otherwise does not appear to change its shape. We see that there is a well-defined onset of scattering at the onset of ferromagnetism at $\approx 12$ K, which could originate from the spontaneous formation of vortices. They will be oriented randomly in the powder and most won’t coherently Bragg diffract, but individual vortices will scatter and is likely the origin of the SANS scattering shown in Fig. 1.

SANS measurements in a horizontal applied magnetic field are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows the net intensity at 5 K upon cooling in a field of 0.4 T. In comparison with the data in Fig. 1a, we see that the smallest $Q$ ferromagnetic scattering has reduced in intensity as expected since in this layered superconductor only some of the spontaneous vortices will align with the field. We also see a well-defined peak at larger $Q$. A least-squares fit to a (resolution-limited) Gaussian peak yields a position $Q = 0.0078(3)$ Å$^{-1}$. The expected position for a triangular vortex lattice is given by

$$Q_{(0)} = \frac{2\pi}{\sqrt{3}} \frac{2B}{\phi_0},$$

where $\phi_0 = 2.068 \times 10^8$ T Å$^2$ is the flux quantum and $B$ is the internal field. For an applied field of 0.4 T the calculated position is $Q = 0.0077$ Å$^{-1}$, which is in excellent agreement with the measurement.

The temperature dependence of the vortex scattering, determined by integrating the net scattering over the peak is shown in Fig. 2b, develops a signal below $T_C$ as expected. In the ferromagnetic state we expect an additional contribution from the internally generated magnetic flux, which would shift the vortex peak to larger $Q$, and increase its intensity. Neither trend is observed in these data, again indicating that the ferromagnetic moment is quite small.

For ferromagnetic superconductors like ErRh$_4$B$_4$, HoMo$_6$S$_8$ and HoMo$_6$Se$_8$ the magnetization that develops in the superconducting state competes with the Meissner screening through the London penetration depth. This competition results in a long wavelength oscillatory magnetic order that coexists with superconductivity, with a wavelength that is either strongly temperature dependent, or results in a strongly first-order transition to pure ferromagnetism where the superconductivity is destroyed. The present system certainly behaves differently in that we do not see any oscillatory magnetic order, thus leaving the other possibility that vortices spontaneously form. In a polycrystalline sample the vortices will be randomly oriented and it is very unlikely that a spontaneous vortex lattice could ever be observed, and indeed a true spontaneous vortex lattice—formed in the absence of an applied field—still remains to be observed in any ferromagnetic superconductor. Efforts to observe this will require single crystal samples, and such measurements are underway. What is clear is that Li$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$OHFeSe is a fascinating ferromagnetic superconductor, and further measurements to investigate the magnetic order, spin fluctuations, lattice dynamics, and vortex structure in greater detail should prove very interesting.
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Built from corner-sharing tetrahedra, the pyrochlore lattice hosts magnetic and electronic phases with local- rather than long-range orders. The attendant manifold of low energy states gives rise to unique physical properties and may support exotic quasi-particles such as magnetic monopoles, artificial photons, visons, and spinons.

While past attention has focused on pyrochlore oxides, Cava et al. recently discovered a new class of pyrochlore fluorides with enhanced energy scales, exchange anisotropies, and new opportunities for doping. The chemical formula is $\text{AA}'\text{B}_2\text{F}_7$ where integral valence and charge neutrality requires a split A-site with net charge $3^+$. This is accomplished in $\text{Na}^+\text{Ca}^{2+}\text{Co}^{2+}\text{F}_7^-$ where the corresponding cation disorder is expected to introduce weak, potentially correlated exchange disorder.

Our MACS experiment on single crystalline $\text{NaCaCo}_2\text{F}_7$ provides a first view of a new and surprising world of fluoride pyrochlore magnetism. Figure 1(a)-(c) shows the momentum dependence of magnetic scattering for different values of energy transfer. The data reflect the spatial correlations of spins in different energy regimes. Throughout the energy range probed there is no scattering near the origin of momentum space nor near the equivalent $\Gamma$-points ($004$) and $(220)$. This constitutes experimental evidence that the dipole moment vanishes on every tetrahedron for time scales exceeding $\tau = \hbar/E$. At the lowest energies we see relatively sharp, though not resolution limited, magnetic peaks in a pattern that clearly identifies the short range order as being of the easy plane variety described by the $\Gamma_4$ irreducible representation. The corresponding basis vectors that make up this state (denoted $\psi_2$ and $\psi_3$) are shown in Fig. 1(c) and the associated magnetic neutron scattering calculated for a correlation length $\xi = 16 \text{ Å}$ is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Beyond the peaks, a diffuse pattern of scattering is also clearly visible in Fig. 1(a). The salient features of this scattering are consistent with easy plane antiferromagnetic tetrahedra without inter-tetrahedron correlations (Fig. 1(e)-(f)).

At higher energies (Fig. 1(g)-(i)) the character of the scattering changes to a block-like form that is associated
with uniaxial antiferromagnetic spin correlations on uncorrelated tetrahedra. Fig. 2 shows the coupled momentum and energy dependence of the magnetic scattering. The signal near (002), which is associated with a uniaxial antiferromagnetic arrangement of spins on tetrahedra, appears as a broad spectral maximum that is peaked at $E = 5 \text{ meV}$. This heavily damped mode represents the lowest energy excitation that violates the easy plane character of the system while retaining antiferromagnetic correlations.

While the elastic magnetic scattering in Fig. 1(a) develops at a freezing transition for $T < T_f = 15 \text{ K}$, there is no marked evolution of the spin correlation length at this transition. The quasi-elastic scattering represents a fraction $r = 0.3(1)$ of the total scattering as for $J_{\text{eff}} = 1/2$ moments frozen on a time scale that exceeds $\tau = \hbar / \delta E = 2.6 \text{ ps}$. This is contrary to expectations given the so-called order by disorder mechanism for the easy plane frustrated pyrochlore antiferromagnet: in the presence of weak exchange disorder, the easy plane short range order we observe was thought to be unstable towards the development of true long range order in a second order phase transition.

An interesting factor of potential significance to understand this situation is that exchange disorder in NaCaCo$_2$F$_7$ may be correlated contrary to assumptions in the theoretical work. Exchange disorder arises from the distribution of Na+ and Ca$^{2+}$ on the A-site of the lattice, which in turn forms a lattice of corner-sharing tetrahedra. Coulomb repulsion is minimized when each tetrahedron satisfies an ice rule accommodating exactly two each of sodium and calcium. To explore this potential explanation, diffraction measurements in search for the corresponding diffuse structural scattering will be pursued.

In summary, MACS has provided a comprehensive map of spin correlations in the first of a new family of pyrochlore fluorides. The measurements show Co-tetrahedra are antiferromagnetically correlated with an easy plane configuration at low energies and a uniaxial damped mode near 5 meV. A theoretical prediction of long range “order by disorder” in this easy plane system not withstanding, we find an antiferromagnetic correlation length of just 16 Å in the low $T$ frozen state. Correlations in the exchange disorder arising from Coulomb repulsion on the mixed cation A-site may be a relevant factor in this intriguing new class of frustrated magnets.
Electric field control of interfacial ferromagnetism in oxide heterostructures

A. J. Grutter¹, B. J. Kirby¹, M. T. Gray²,³, C. L. Flint²,³, U. S. Alaan²,³, Y. Suzuki³,⁴, and J. A. Borchers¹

Directly controlling magnetism and magnetic materials through the application of a bias voltage is an important and persistently elusive goal in the development of new magnetoelectric devices. Only in recent years have new thin film deposition techniques and a greater understanding of complex magnetic oxides enabled significant progress to be made in engineering magnetoelectric coupling [1]. For the most part, successful attempts at electric field control of magnetism have employed ferro- or piezoelectric layers to induce structural distortions in ferromagnetic layers such as FeRh or (La, Sr)MnO₃ [1]. Instead of relying on structural tuning, we have established electric field control of ferromagnetic CaRuO₃/CaMnO₃ heterostructures through modification of the interfacial band structure. Using polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR), we probe the voltage dependent magnetization of an interfacial ferromagnetic layer that is a single atomic monolayer thick. Our results demonstrate that the application of a bias voltage increases the magnetic moment of this ferromagnetic layer to 300% of the unbiased value.

We selected the CaRuO₃/CaMnO₃ system for its extreme sensitivity to changes in the interfacial electronic state [2, 3]. In the bulk, CaRuO₃ is a paramagnetic metal while CaMnO₃ is an antiferromagnetic insulator. Thus, neither component exhibits a spontaneous magnetization on its own. When grown as a bilayer or superlattice, however, it has been well established that ferromagnetism emerges at the interface between the two materials [2, 4]. The associated spontaneous magnetization is tightly confined to an interfacial layer of CaMnO₃ with a thickness of ≈ 4 Å [3, 5, 6]. Density functional theory calculations and recent experimental results suggest that the origin of the ferromagnetism is leakage of mobile conduction electrons from the metallic CaRuO₃ to the antiferromagnetic CaMnO₃ [3]. Although insulating CaMnO₃ is normally dominated by antiferromagnetic superexchange interactions among its highly localized and immobile electrons, the injection of small numbers of delocalized, mobile electrons results in weak ferromagnetic double exchange. Thus, competition develops between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions and a compromise is reached between the two states. The resulting net magnetization is approximately 1 μB per interfacial Mn ion, a factor of three weaker than the 3 μB/Mn we expect from fully aligned Mn⁴⁺ ions. It is therefore understood that the magnetic moment of interfacial Mn atoms are canted relative to each other, being neither fully parallel nor fully antiparallel.

It should be possible to tip the balance between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states by controlling the number of electrons leaking into the CaMnO₃. By creating a capacitor-like structure and applying an electric field, we can encourage migration of additional electrons across the interface, where they will facilitate a strengthened double exchange interaction. Thus, we fabricated the bilayer structure shown in Figure 1, with electrodes on top of the structure and on the rear of the substrate. Despite the large distance between the front and back electrodes, the extremely high dielectric constant of SrTiO₃ permitted large numbers of electrons to be accumulated even at relatively small potential of ± 400 V.

**FIGURE 1:** The capacitor-type samples structure incorporates a rear electrode on the SrTiO₃ substrate, 9 unit cells of CaMnO₃, 3 unit cells of CaRuO₃, and a capping electrode of AuPd.
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We previously isolated the magnetism in these interfaces through the fabrication of superlattices in which alternating layers of CaRuO$_3$ and CaMnO$_3$ are stacked repeatedly [5]. In this way, many interfaces are incorporated into a single sample, yielding magnetic moments large enough to study using techniques such as SQUID magnetometry. However, the need to apply an electric field limited us to a bilayer structure with a single CaRuO$_3$/CaMnO$_3$ interface. The signal arising from a single interface is well below the noise floor of most magnetometry techniques, and such a small magnetic moment may also originate from microscopic contamination by ferrous particulates. Fortunately, because PNR is only sensitive to the magnetization of objects that reflect the neutron beam, we may be certain that all of the measured signal arises exclusively within the sample. Additionally, the extreme sensitivity of PNR allows the detection of a magnetic moment arising from a single atomic monolayer. Finally we can use PNR simulation tools to extract the interfacial magnetization and model the structural and magnetic depth profile of the sample.

Therefore, we cooled our samples to 10 K in a variety of electric fields and measured the voltage dependence of the magnetization. The measurements in Figure 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) show the spin asymmetry after cooling in applied voltages of 0 V and -400 V. The spin asymmetry is the difference in measured reflectivity of spin-up neutrons and spin-down neutrons divided by the sum. For this measurement, the magnitude of the spin asymmetry is directly proportional to the magnetization. Despite the extreme difficulty of detecting such a small magnetic signal, a significant change in the spin asymmetry is observed under an applied voltage of -400 V. Furthermore, we show in Figure 2(d) that even at constant temperature the magnetization is highly voltage dependent over a range from -400 V to +350 V. Through careful statistical analysis of each measurement, we have determined that applying a large bias voltage increased the magnetization by a factor of 2.5 to 3.0, precisely as expected for a fully ferromagnetic state.

Thus, we have demonstrated the ability to detect and control the magnetization occurring at the CaRuO$_3$/CaMnO$_3$ interface. By increasing and decreasing the amount of electron leakage across the interface, we may move the system from a canted antiferromagnetic state to one in which double-exchange mediated ferromagnetism completely dominates at the interface. This represents a new and relatively unexplored mechanism through which emergent properties at functional magnetic interfaces may be controlled.
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A tale of two spin-ladders in SrHo$_2$O$_4$

J.-J. Wen$^1$, W. Tian$^2$, V. O. Garlea$^2$, S. M. Koohpayeh$^1$, T. M. McQueen$^{1,3}$, H.-F. Li$^{4,5}$, J.-Q. Yan$^6$, D. Vaknin$^7$, and C. L. Broholm$^{1,2,8}$

The combination of single ion anisotropy, anisotropic exchange interactions, and dipolar interactions lead to complex collective phenomena in rare-earth-based magnets. Through careful analysis of these effects and wide-angle neutron scattering experiments using the MACS instrument, we explain the enigmatic coexistence of long- and short-range order in SrHo$_2$O$_4$, and in the process uncover a new mechanism by which long-range order can be averted in frustrated magnets.

The orthorhombic structure of SrHo$_2$O$_4$ features two distinct holmium sites marked red and blue in Fig. 1. Their apparent similarities belie their distinct anisotropic magnetism. Because of the different electrostatic environment associated with their oxygen coordination, blue sites can only support a magnetic moment along the b-direction while red holmium spins are oriented along the c direction. This provides the unusual circumstance that single crystal susceptibility measurements can separately access the magnetism of red and blue holmium through probing the field along the crystallographic c and b direction respectively. Such measurements indicate that holmium forms zigzag spin ladders with differing rail and rung interactions. For blue ladders, the inter- and intra-rail interactions favor antiferromagnetic rails while the ground state for red ladders consists of antiparallel ferromagnetic rails (Fig. 1(b)). Another difference between red and blue holmium sites is apparent in the spectrum of crystal field excitations: red spin chains have low energy crystal field levels that facilitate thermalization, while no low lying energy levels are available to facilitate blue spin flips.

The results of elastic magnetic neutron scattering measurements conducted on the MACS instrument are summarized in Fig. 2. Both at high temperatures (top row of Fig. 2) and low temperatures (middle row of Fig. 2) the (0KL) plane of scattering (right column of Fig. 2) features ridge-like structures that are narrow in the (00L) direction. This is diffraction evidence that spin correlations extend furthest along the c-axis. The $L = 0$ ridge is associated with the red chains with ferromagnetic rails while the $L = 0.5$ ridge indicates unit cell doubling and thus antiferromagnetic rails as anticipated from susceptibility measurements along the b-direction and depicted for blue spins in Fig. 1(b).
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FIGURE 2: Diffuse elastic magnetic scattering from orthorhombic SrHo$_2$O$_4$ in the quasi-one-dimensional paramagnetic phase. The red (blue) spins shown in Fig. 1 give rise to the streak at \( L = 0 \) (\( L = 0.5 \)) in frame (d). Frame (c) shows the inter-rail interference scattering for red spin ladders. Frames (e) and (f) show the calculated intensity based on the ANNNI model with exchange constants derived from susceptibility data.

In the (HK0) plane of scattering (Fig. 2 left column) that probes red chains with ferromagnetically oriented rails (\( L = 0 \)) very broad structures that extend throughout the Brillouin zone are observed. This indicates that spin correlations do not extend beyond red chains to the neighboring blue chains resulting in SrHo$_2$O$_4$ displaying decoupled spin-ladders down to 1.4 K. The reason for this decoupling is apparent from Fig. 1(b): the discordant modulation of magnetism along the blue and red rails of the spin ladders precludes their correlation.

A comprehensive theoretical understanding of the magnetism of decoupled Ising spin ladders exists. Indeed, closed form expressions for the temperature dependent spin correlations are available. Based on the near and next nearest neighbor interactions for red and blue spin chains derived from susceptibility measurements along the c and b crystalline directions respectively, and the temperature of the measurement, Figs. 2(e-f) show a calculation of the magnetic diffraction intensity pattern in the two reciprocal lattice planes. The outstanding agreement between the experiment and the theoretical calculation down to the slight modulation of the \( L = 0.5 \) ridge position, gives confidence that our proposed framework describing the magnetism of SrHo$_2$O$_4$ is correct.

The most puzzling aspect of SrHo$_2$O$_4$ now finds a natural explanation within this framework. Both in previous measurements on powder samples and in the present measurements on single crystalline samples conducted at HFIR, it was found that long-range spin order only develops on red spin ladders while blue spin ladders fail to develop coherent magnetic order. For a single red spin ladder with ferromagnetic rails, only two different variants of order exist and these are related by reversing the direction of all spins. In contrast, each antiferromagnetic rail of blue ladders has two inversion variants, which can be paired with the corresponding two variants of the opposite rail for a total of four degenerate ground states. As blue spin chains are cooled, the theory alluded to above posits their thermal spin configurations consist of increasingly longer segments of one of these four states separated by soliton-like defects.

Thus when cooling SrHo$_2$O$_4$, the following occurs: red spin ladders, for which thermalization is facilitated by low-lying crystal field levels develop long-range inter-ladder order at \( T = 0.68(2) \) K. When this Ising order reaches saturation at \( T = 0.52(2) \) K, red ladders effectively isolate the blue ladders that they surround because their ferromagnetic rails are discordant with the antiferromagnetic blue rails. As a result, thermalization seizes blue ladders in place and these are left with the low density of soliton-like defects associated with their thermal equilibrium at \( T = 0.52(2) \) K. While there are already relatively long-range spin correlations along blue ladders at this temperature, there can be no inter-ladder coherence because this is thoroughly disrupted by remnant soliton-like defects. Thus it happens that order on red ladders can arrest the development of inter-ladder order on blue ladders. This curious tale of two types of spin ladders shows that a magnetically disordered state can persist within a high-quality single crystal not because it is energetically favorable, but because cooling kinetically traps the disordered state.
Topological Insulators (TIs), lacking spontaneously symmetry-breaking ordered states, are characterized by the presence of gapless boundary modes with chirality. In the so-called Z2 two and three-dimensional systems, these topologically protected metallic states have the potential for realizing new technologies in spintronics and quantum computation. Besides the intriguing topological boundary states per se, the combination of topologically ordered and symmetry-breaking ordered states such as superconductivity and magnetic order gives rise to new and exotic collective modes in topologically non-trivial materials. In particular, antiferromagnetism breaks time reversal and translational symmetries simultaneously, but can be preserved together, yielding a new, antiferromagnetic TI [1]. Despite extensive studies on bismuth-based TI materials, only a few materials have been identified that may harbor the combination of symmetry-breaking and topological phases.

One such promising candidate class of materials for the realization of combined topological and symmetry-breaking orders is the family of cubic RPdBi (R=rare earth) half-Heusler compounds [2]. These compounds are located at the border between topologically trivial and non-trivial electronic structure, allowing the band inversion strength to be tuned via atomic number, lattice density, and spin-orbit coupling strength. The R ions occupy a face-centered-cubic (fcc) lattice that renders magnetic structures ideal for antiferromagnetic TIs, while the superconductivity that emerges in this non-centrosymmetric crystal structure is exotic, providing unique opportunities to investigate the interplay of these states not only with each other but also with TI properties.

We have performed a systematic study of the superconductivity and magnetism in polycrystalline and single crystals of the half-Heusler series RPdBi (R = Y, Sm, Gd, Tb Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and Lu) using magnetization, susceptibility, specific heat, charge transport, and neutron diffraction [3]. The 4f electrons are expected to be localized and this has been confirmed by bulk measurements, which can be simply described by crystal-field-split free R^{3+} ion moments. Fig. 1a shows the neutron magnetic diffraction pattern for DyPdBi on a powdered sample of crushed single crystals, with strong magnetic Bragg peaks corresponding to half-integral reflections of an fcc type-II antiferromagnet. This magnetic structure is characterized by a doubling of the simple fcc Dy unit cell along all three crystallographic directions as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1b, with ferromagnetic layers stacked antiferromagnetically along the [111] direction, a magnetic symmetry of particular interest for topological antiferromagnetism [1]. The R = Tb and Ho materials exhibit the identical spin structure.

A mean-field fit of the temperature dependence of the intensity of the (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) Bragg peak (Fig. 1b) establishes the antiferromagnetic transition temperature $T_N = 4.9$ K for a single crystal of TbPdBi, in excellent agreement with the transport and magnetic measurements and previous measurements on powders [4].

The superconductivity in RPdBi is revealed by low temperature charge transport and magnetic measurements, as summarized in the phase diagram of Fig. 2 where the superconducting transition temperature $T_C$ and $T_N$ are plotted as a function of the de Gennes factor $d_G = (g_{J-1})^2 J (J+1)$. Here $g_J$ is the Landé factor and $J$ is the total angular momentum of the $R^{3+}$ ion Hund’s rule ground state. $T_N$ clearly scales well with $d_G$ for RPdBi, which indicates a Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) exchange interaction between the conduction electrons and the local magnetic moments that induces the long-range magnetic order. On the other hand, $T_C$ is suppressed linearly with $d_G$, which indicates that the magnetic $R^{3+}$ ions break the superconducting pairs. This coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity in this system serves as a prototype platform to elucidate the coupling of topological order with symmetry-breaking states.
In summary, we have investigated the coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity in the single-crystal RPDABi series. The magnetic rare earth members investigated so far exhibit an antiferromagnetic state characterized by ferromagnetic planes of spins stacked antiferromagnetically along the [111] direction, induced by the RKKY interaction between conduction electrons and localized moments. All RPDABi members except GdPdBi are superconductors. The anticorrelation between the magnetism and superconductivity is revealed by the scaling with the de Gennes factor, indicating RPDABi not only to be a new family of interesting magnetic superconductors, but together with their topological properties promise to be prototype systems to elucidate the emergence of novel quantum states of matter.
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Flow drill screwing (FDS) is a novel technology designed to address the challenges of joining aluminum sheets for automotive applications. The predominant method for joining steel sheets is spot welding, which is more problematic for aluminum because it requires chemical de-oxidation of the sheet and frequent electrode changes. Similar to friction stir welding, in FDS the material is frictionally heated to a viscous state by pressing the rotating screw on the sheet, softening the sheet locally, allowing the screw to penetrate. When rotation stops, the aluminum alloy hardens and forms an intimate and strong contact with the screw. The whole joining operation takes only a few seconds, thus making it competitive with spot welding for production purposes. The scope of this work is to characterize the residual stresses in FDS joints, and to explore to role of the down force and the behavior under applied stress.

The process of FDS joining is remarkably simple: a screw with a wide head and a tapered end is pressed on the sheets to be joined and, through a combination of rotation (2000 min⁻¹) and down force (up to 2 kN) heats up the sheet metal through friction. Once the sheet reaches a viscous state, penetration starts, and the controlling parameter is now the fixed ratio of rotation speed and forward translation where during one revolution the screw is translated by the screw pitch distance (here: 0.8 mm). Similar to a conventional screw joint a typical FDS joint of two sheets penetrates only the bottom sheet while the top sheet has a pilot hole. Note that the samples investigated here differ in that the top sheet had no pilot hole, i.e., both sheets are threaded. The latter prohibits the axial clamping between sheets in conventional screw joints. The down force contributes little to clamping of the two sheets because the material surrounding the bolt is too soft for bearing any significant force during joining. As a side effect, some of the sheet material displaced by the bolt accumulates between sheets and it increases sheet separation (see Figure 1).

For a specific joining process considerations of speed and cost are front and center; the residual stresses become important because of their role regarding the strength of the joint and its fatigue properties. Residual stresses originate from two main sources: a) the difference in thermal expansion coefficients (CTE) between steel and aluminum (CTE_aluminum ≈ 2 × CTE_steel) and b) the displacement of aluminum through plastic flow. The interplay between the two effects has not yet been analyzed which emphasizes the need for experimental data even more. Stress characterization of the FDS joint is done best non-destructively through diffraction which analyzes the spatial and orientation distribution of elastic lattice strains in the aluminum sheet. Results presented here were obtained at the BT8 Residual Stress Diffractometer using a cuboidal gage volume of (2 × 2 × 2) mm³. Measurements in aluminum were done at 1 mm spacing, starting 1 mm away from the screw interface. Because of strong preferred orientation the measurements could not be done along the principal directions of the sheet; instead, directions of strong intensity for the (311) reflection were used which were obtained from a pole figure measurement. In addition to two FDS samples (thickness 3.17 mm; down forces of 2167 N and 1325 N) one single sheet was measured in order to study the stress field around a conventional screw (sheet thickness 3.17 mm, M5 cap screw, 4.6 Nm tightening torque). For simplicity, and because the aluminum sheet is elastically nearly isotropic, the system is considered to have rotational symmetry, thus stresses are shown in terms of radial and tangential stresses (Figure 2).
Stresses around the FDS joint are significantly higher than for a cap screw, and stresses are generally higher in the top plate. More significantly, stresses are tensile which is problematic if applied stresses produce stress concentrations in the proximity of bolted holes. Superposition of existing residual stresses can quickly reach yield stress levels or lead to unsatisfactory fatigue behavior. For testing under applied load lap shear of two sheets joined together by FDS is the most common scheme where top and bottom sheet are pulled in opposite directions (Figure 3).

Sheets under applied load that have geometrical inhomogeneities such as holes with tight fitting pins ‘see’ a concentration of stress around these inhomogeneities; for this case, the analytical solution predicts that the superimposed external stress is compressive with a magnitude of \(-4 \times \sigma_{\text{appl}}\) and much closer to the numerical one \((-1.2 \times \sigma_{\text{appl}}\)). The observed hoop stress reduction does not agree with the simulation, which predicts that about 50% of the applied tensile stress is added to the residual stress.

Due to the compressive nature of the force exerted by the screw the total stresses are reduced and radial stresses become compressive overall. However, the reduction is not nearly as big as expected for the analytical solution \((-4 \times \sigma_{\text{appl}}\)) and much closer to the numerical one \((-1.2 \times \sigma_{\text{appl}}\)). The observed hoop stress reduction does not agree with the simulation, which predicts that about 50% of the applied tensile stress is added to the residual stress.

The findings presented here are the first glimpse into the behavior of an FDS joint under load. Theoretical predictions of stress concentrations made for simpler geometries do not provide an accurate description of the experimental results, thus highlighting the need for tailored theoretical solutions that also include the effects of the thread and the role of heat input and cooling conditions of the aluminum sheet. The stress distribution for thinner gage sheets is currently under investigation.
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Twisting neutron waves

D. A. Pushin,1,2 M. Arif,3 R. Barankov,4 C. W. Clark,3,5,6 D. G. Cory,1,7,8,9 and M. G. Huber3

We have recently demonstrated orbital angular momentum (OAM) control of neutrons, accomplished with macroscopic spiral phase plates and analyzed with neutron interferometry. Orbital angular momentum states represent a ‘twisting’ of a particle’s wavefront around its propagation axis. Previously demonstrated for light [1] and electron beams [2], OAM states have been exploited in various applications including studies of quantum entanglement and quantum information science, subwavelength microscopy, the rotation of nanoparticles, and in determining the chirality of metal oxides. However, control of OAM states for the neutron had not yet been achieved. This is despite the fact that neutrons already play an important role in many areas such as materials science, quantum information, and fundamental physics. Our techniques, applied to spatially incoherent beams, demonstrate the addition and the conservation of quantized angular momenta (\(L\)). Neutron-based quantum information science, foundational studies of quantum mechanics, and neutron scattering and imaging of magnetic, superconducting, and chiral materials, now have access to another fundamental, quantized degree of freedom.

Figure 1a shows a schematic diagram of the experiment as performed at the Neutron Interferometry and Optics Facility (NIOF) [4] at the NIST Center for Neutron Research. For background and stability reasons, the NIOF is located within three nested enclosures (as a Matryoshka doll). To minimize phase drifts during the week-long data collection times, the temperature of the innermost enclosure is actively controlled to remain at 24 °C ± 0.005 °C. The middle enclosure is a Faraday cage that adds additional temperature isolation and sound damping. Both inner enclosures sit on a 40 000 kg vibration–isolated table which actively suppresses the mechanical noise spectrum above 0.5 Hz and is controlled with micron precision. A 15 mm diameter beam of neutrons enters the interferometer (analogous to a Mach-Zehnder interferometer) and is Bragg diffracted into two coherent paths. Spiral phase plates (SPP) are inserted into one of the paths such that the neutron acquires a variation of phase across its wavefront. The second blade of the NI is employed as a lossy mirror (reflectivity < 100 %) whose function is to redirect the beams onto the third blade of the NI where the two paths coherently mix. The interfering transmitted/reflected neutron paths are detected using a two-dimensional (2D) neutron camera and an integrating \(^{3}\)He neutron counter. The integrating \(^{3}\)He detector was used for aligning the system, monitoring of the reactor flux, measuring the initial phase (\(\theta_0\)), and for monitoring phase drifts. A 2 mm thick plate of fused silica is installed between the second and third blades. This serves as a “phase flag”: by rotating this phase flag we can introduce and control a spatially uniform phase difference between neutron paths. The spatially resolved data from the 2D neutron detector provides information on the ‘twisting’ encoded on the neutron’s wavefront by the SPP.

The SPPs were machined out of dowels of aluminum by a 5-axis computer numerical control milling machine at the NIST machine shop. Since the incident neutron beam contains an incoherent mixture of different OAM states, we adopted the strategy of using interferometry to demonstrate SPP control of the average OAM of an incoherent neutron beam. Here the incident neutron wavefunction \(\Psi\) is simply modulated to \(\Psi \rightarrow \Psi e^{i\theta(\phi)}\) through its transmission through the SPP. The phase \(\theta(\phi)\) a function introduced by the SPP where the angle \(\phi\) is defined in Fig. 1b. A step of the spiral of \(h_S = 112 \mu m\) corresponds to a \(\theta(360^\circ) = 2\pi\) phase shift for a
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neutron travelling through an aluminum plate. Similarly, spiral phase plates have been used by Peel et al. [3] to demonstrate orbital angular momentum in beams of x-rays. The phase of a neutron with wavelength ($\lambda$) passing through SPP with respect to free space is given by

$$\theta(\phi) = -N b_c \lambda \phi = -N b_c \lambda \left[ h_o + \frac{h_s \phi}{2\pi} \right]$$

Here $N$ is the atom density and $b_c$ is the coherent scattering length of aluminum. Figure 1c shows photographs of two spiral phase plates with $2h_s = 224$ µm. We fabricated several such plates, corresponding to phase singularities of $2\pi$, $4\pi$, $8\pi$, and $15\pi$.

Equivalently, we can describe acquired phase by the effective angular momentum $L = Nb_c \lambda h_s / 2\pi$. Every OAM component of an incoherent beam entering the SPP obtains an additional phase 'twist' proportional to $L$. The average angular momentum, measured in units of $\hbar$, of the neutron after the interferometer is $\langle L \rangle = L + \langle \text{int.} \rangle$, where $\langle \text{int.} \rangle$ is the initial average angular momentum. For this experiment we used SPP with momenta $L = (1, 2, 4, \text{and } 7.5)$. For a non-integer effective thickness of the phase plate, such as $L = 7.5$, a superposition of different OAM states would be produced with dominant contributions at $L = 7$ and $L = 8$. In general, given the uncertainty of $L$, even for the values of $L = m + \delta L$ close to the integers $m = 0, \pm 1, ...$ the resulting state should always be a mixture of OAM states. Figure 2 shows a false-color representation of the 2D intensity distribution using the 2D detector placed after the third blade of the NI where we see the interferograms generated by SPPs corresponding to $L = (1, 2, 4, \text{and } 7.5)$.

We have demonstrated control of orbital angular momentum of incoherent neutrons using easily manufactured macroscopic SPPs. The average OAM of the beams has been measured using a perfect crystal neutron interferometer. The interferometric experiments exemplify the celebrated particle-wave duality of neutrons: on the one hand, neutrons are detected as individual particles, while on the other, neutrons traverse space like waves, carrying quantized values of orbital angular momentum. Our interferograms indicate that each of these individual states has its orbital angular momentum changed by the same amount when passed through a spiral phase plate of integer order. Combining the actions of several phase plates demonstrates the additivity of orbital angular momenta. Possible future directions of such studies are: quantum information in higher dimensions including quantum error correction optimizing SPPs and experimenting with alternative phase-shifting devices, such as the fork-dislocation gratings used in OAM control of electrons and photons; spatial filtering of the input beam to achieve better spatial coherence of the beams leading to production of OAM states; entanglement of neutron spin and orbital angular momenta; and angular-momentum-resolved measurements of neutron scattering. OAM states may also extend phase-contrast neutron imaging to two dimensions.

**FIGURE 1:** Schematic diagram of the neutron interferometer (NI). a) The incident neutron beam is coherently split into two coherent paths by the Bragg diffraction and then detected by an integrating counter (IC) and two-dimensional imaging detector (2D). The neutron counts recorded by the two detectors contain information about the relative phase of the neutron wavefunction accumulated along the two separate paths. The spiral phase plate is placed in one path to produce a spatial phase distribution across the neutron wavefront. b) Schematic diagram of the spiral phase plate (SPP). The step of the spiral, $h_s$, is chosen to match a $2\pi$ phase shift difference between a path passing the plate and the reference path in air. c) Photographs of actual SPPs with $h_s = 224$ µm with diameters of 10 mm (above) and 15 mm (below).

**FIGURE 2:** Phase Profile Created by SPP. These intensity profiles are proportional to phase distribution of a neutron beam passing through the spiral phase plates for $L = (1, 2, 4, \text{and } 7.5)$.
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Combining SANS and USANS to characterize porosity evolution during hydrothermal alteration of mantle rocks

B. M. Tutolo,1,2 C. Gagnon,3 D. F. R. Mildner,3 M. O. Saar,1,4 and W. E. Seyfried, Jr.1

Igneous rocks underlying Earth’s oceans contain the equivalent of approximately 2% of the ocean’s volume of water [1]. Peridotites, which are mantle-sourced igneous rocks containing exceptionally low concentrations of the element Si, can comprise 40% (by mass) or more of the oceanic crust at slow and ultra-slow spreading segments of the mid-ocean ridges. When these rocks are exposed to seawater at near-surface temperatures (i.e., < 350 °C), they present one of the most chemically reactive systems on Earth [2]. As such, field samples of peridotite are almost always hydrothermally altered in complex ways, and quite often the rocks have been completely converted to hydrous secondary phases such as serpentine. This process, broadly termed “serpentinization,” presents a challenging problem in the Earth sciences, because freshly crystallized mantle peridotites are essentially impermeable to infiltrating seawater, and serpentinization reactions can increase the rock volume (thereby making them even more impermeable) by around 40% ([2,3], Fig. 1). In this study, we have performed small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and ultra small-angle neutron scattering (USANS) on the NG7 and BT5 instruments, respectively, in order to analyze the evolution of porosity, pore size distribution, and specific surface area (SSA) of pores and mineral-pore interfaces in the range of ≈ 10 µm to ≈ 10 nm. These measurements represent the first physical measurements of the progression of serpentinization at this scale and provide key insights into the nanoscale mechanism of serpentinization.

Through experimental and field studies of serpentinized peridotite and associated fluids, researchers have developed constraints on the geochemical evolution of these systems [4]. However, the physical evolution of porosity and permeability with serpentinization progress has been much harder to constrain [2-5]. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, a primary research focus in this system is the question of how largely impermeable mantle rocks can change from freshly formed to nearly completely serpentinized within the relatively short time that they spend at temperatures conducive to serpentinization reactions. Recently, fundamental theoretical advances have been made in understanding the mechanism of “reaction-driven cracking,” or the physical cracking of rock minerals due to local overpressures associated with the crystallization of serpentine [2,3,5]. This mechanism, by opening up pore space within the host rock, provides a self-sustaining, positive feedback for pervasive serpentinization, and can be reconciled against field observations of serpentinized rocks (Fig. 1(b)). However, fundamental physical measurements of the evolution of flow pathways as the reactions proceed have not yet materialized, due to the challenging scale (i.e., nanometers to micrometers) at which the relevant processes occur.

FIGURE 1: Representative images of the way in which serpentinization affects the porosity and permeability of mantle rocks. In (a), we have presented an artistic representation of the freshly crystallized igneous texture of an olivine-rich mantle peridotite. Notably, pathways for fluid flow only exist along grain boundaries, and, as such, freshly crystallized mantle rocks are highly impermeable to infiltrating seawater. In (b), we present a cross-polarized photomicrograph of a serpentinized peridotite from off-axis at the mid-Atlantic Ridge. The serpentine-filled grain boundaries and fractures crisscrossing all olivine grains within this image provide clear evidence that seawater has pervasively infiltrated into this rock, and that the volume-increasing serpentinization reaction has the ability to fracture surrounding mineral grains.
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To fulfill this data need and capture the physical features of serpentinization on a scale beyond the resolution capabilities of conventional, image-based techniques, we have performed combined USANS on 11 sections of variably serpentinized field samples from both the 2 million-year-old Atlantis Massif oceanic core complex on the mid-Atlantic Ridge and the 1.1 billion-year-old Duluth Complex in northern Minnesota. These samples provide a considerable spectrum in style, intensity, and geochemistry of serpentinization. USANS analysis of the Atlantis Massif samples represent a particularly unique and rare opportunity, because they were sampled directly from the mid-Atlantic Ridge in the central Atlantic Ocean, where serpentinization is ongoing.

The benefits of USANS as a technique for discerning nanometer- to micrometer-scale features in geologic samples has become increasingly apparent over the last decade [6,7,8], and our study was particularly motivated by groundbreaking work previously performed by Navarre-Sitchler et al. [6] using NCNR resources. These researchers showed that USANS can be most effective for describing the progression of chemical reactions into natural, low porosity igneous rocks. Similar to previous studies, we have utilized the geologically tailored software PRINSAS [9] in order to analyze our data sets.

A representative quantification of the schematic reaction sequence illustrated in Fig. 1(a) are increasingly converted to intra- and inter-crystalline, nanometer-scale pores, which are intuitively associated with serpentine-filled fractures and reaction rims along grain boundaries (Fig. 1(b)). In porous materials where the pore size distribution spans multiple length scales (i.e., rocks), the SSA is a function of the size of the probe being used for the measurement [8]. Therefore, the fact that the more serpentinized samples have considerably more SSA when measured with probes in the range of ≈ 10^{-9} m to ≈ 5x10^{-7} m gives a strong indication that pores with nano-scale roughness are increasingly created as the serpentinization reactions proceed. Notably, SSA of serpentinized mantle rocks measured by N2 gas sorption (probe size = 4 Å), are in agreement with those calculated here [10]. Interestingly, the net calculated change in porosity from the least serpentinized section to the most serpentinized section presented in Fig. 2 is ≈ 1%, which is probably on the same order as the uncertainty of the calculations themselves. Therefore, counter-intuitively, it appears likely that the porosity generated during reaction-driven fracturing more or less offsets that destroyed by pore-space-filling serpentinization reactions. Together, this set of observations provides fundamental insight into the progress of serpentinization at the sub-micrometer scale and will help to inform further theoretical models of the coupled evolution of fluid flow and serpentinization in mantle rocks.
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In the last decade, natural gas production from shale has grown to become a major energy supply for the United States. This rapid development of shale gas has been mirrored by an intense drive to understand the science underlying gas storage and transport for these small pore size, low permeability rocks. Shales are sedimentary rocks consisting of both organic and inorganic matter. As with conventional rocks, hydrocarbons are produced from pores. However, the inherently small particle size of shale’s components sets a scale for the pores ranging from µm to nm. Efforts to characterize the pores have been challenging and are incomplete.

In the study highlighted here [1], we examined the pore architecture and connectivity in gas shales using a set of complimentary analyses. Key data on pore size and number, spanning several decades in size, was obtained through Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). We then compared these data to porosimetry and to imaging using helium ion microscopy (HIM). By combining analyses that are diagnostic of pore / pore-throat size with advanced imaging, we account for the total porosity and conclude that about one-third of the porosity is in the organic phase with a distinct pore size that is a direct result of thermal evolution of the kerogen within.

Samples were taken from cores of organic-rich, thermally mature shales having gas potential. The SANS samples were disks approximately 20 mm diameter and thickness ≈ 0.3 mm. Sample preparation for HIM analysis involved nothing more than mechanically exposing a fresh surface of the shale, fractured from a larger piece.

Typical scattering data are shown in Fig. 1a, where we have included USANS data down to $Q = 0.0001 \text{ Å}^{-1}$. (Data at lower $Q$ were affected by multiple scattering.) Three key features to note are: 1) at low $Q$ there is a rollover to a lower power-law slope, 2) the mid $Q$ data exhibit approximately power-law scaling, and 3) at high $Q$, there is a distinct intensity bump.

Similar to other porous sedimentary rocks, scattering from pores dominates. There is little contrast among the various mineral and organic phases; whereas the pore-to-matrix scattering length density contrast is 20 times that of the largest mineral-organic contrast. We ascribe the scattering to a polydisperse set of spherical pores [2] and fit that distribution via a numeric model for polydisperse spheres (PDSM) as follows:

$$I(Q) = (\Delta \rho)^2 \sum P^2(Q, r) F(r) V^2(r) N \Delta r$$

where $N$, $V(r)$, and $P(Q,r)$ are the number, volume, and form factor for the spheres of radius $r$. This technique, when applied to conventional porous rocks, has shown consistency between SANS porosity and various porosimetry data [3]. Here we find that the SANS porosity agrees well with helium porosimetry. The rollover in the power law at low $Q$ indicates that larger features are not important. Indeed, analysis of the porosity as a function of $Q$ shows no significant contribution for data $Q < 0.001 \text{ Å}^{-1}$. Consequently only SANS data were analyzed for the remaining samples.

A surprising outcome of the fits shown in Fig. 1 is the significant population of nearly uniform sized pores with diameters of ≈ 1.5 nm, seen for all of the shale gas samples we have analyzed, but absent for other organic-rich rocks, such as low maturity oil shale. Conventional
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rocks exhibit only a power-law pore-size distribution, with the expected pore size distribution indicated by the line in Fig. 1b. Contrast matching experiments show that these small pores are located in the organic component of the shale, consequently the concentration of pores is considerably elevated in that small, ≈ 10 % mass fraction shale component. To account for pore-to-pore correlation required a new model, a Polydisperse Hard Sphere function. These fits showed that the volume fraction of pores in the organic is high, a volume fraction of (10 % to 35 %). We coin the term “foamy porosity” and show below how this is linked to gas evolution from the kerogen.

The shales were also analyzed using an Orion Plus HIM located at the Carl Zeiss facility at Peabody, MA. Resolution under the conditions utilized is better than 1 nm. Sample preparation by mechanically exposing a fresh surface of the shale through fracture, has been particularly effective in exposing thin layers of highly porous organic matter parallel to bedding planes.

By focusing on the organic layers and using an instrument sensitive to topology and with high resolution, we resolve a significant population of small pores in the organic phase, with some pores also present in the mineral matrix. Using the SANS-derived pore size distribution we calculated a 2D representation and compared that with a HIM imaged region from the same sample (Fig. 2) finding a close correspondence.

![Figure 2](image)

**FIGURE 2:** Example from sample HR3 showing a) calculated pore population from PDSM result, and b) helium ion image taken at same magnification as simulated image with selected pores labeled.

We suggest a possible origin of the unique population of nearly uniform pores in the organic phase. In the hypothetical scenario that the kerogen were not crosslinked, the interfacial energy $\Gamma$ between these two phases would cause bubbles of the expelled fluid to coalesce into a macroscopic fluid phase via Ostwald ripening. In reality, by the time the phase separation starts, the kerogen network is already highly cross-linked, with a characteristic molecular weight of segments between crosslinks of several hundred. This corresponds to a typical segment contour length $L_c$ of order ≈ 1 nm. When cross-linking is present, there is an additional, elastic contribution to the free energy of each bubble. The net effect in this moderate deformation regime is an additional effective interfacial energy $\Gamma_{el}$ due to biaxial stretching of the kerogen to accommodate the bubble. However, each bubble is surrounded by a cage formed by cross-linked segments and it is not possible to stretch these beyond their contour length $L_c$ without breaking covalent bonds. This constraint allows us to calculate the equilibrium pressure $p_b$ inside a bubble of radius $R$ surrounded by the kerogen at pressure $p_k$, finding that it has a minimum (Fig. 3) at a characteristic radius $R^* \approx L_c$. This “foamy” pore structure remains preserved because the kerogen network eventually converts from a rubbery to a glassy state that arrests the imposed pore structure.

![Figure 3](image)

**FIGURE 3:** Schematic internal pressure $p_b$ of bubbles with radius $R$ in equilibrium with the kerogen at pressure $p_k$, in the absence of cross-linking (blue circles) and in the presence of cross-linking (red crosses). In the absence of cross-links, a single macro-bubble would be thermodynamically preferred, whereas cross-links favor a characteristic bubble size.

Combining model results from SANS data and direct imaging from helium ion microscopy, we conclude that shale gas samples exhibit a unique porosity component, housed in the organic component. These small pores are nearly uniform in diameter, ≈ 1.5 nm, and account for about one third of the total porosity. Building on well-established models for kerogen diagenesis, our “foamy porosity” model predicts arrested coarsening at a size determined by cross-link density, giving a diameter $O \approx 2$ nm, as observed.
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A tight situation: polymer arrest in carbon nanotube networks
R. Ashkar,1,2 M. Abdulbaki,3 M. Tyagi,1,2 A. Faraone,1,2 P. Butler,1,4 and R. Krishnamoorti3

The discovery of carbon nanotubes has revolutionized the design of electronics and high-strength materials over the last few decades. These hair-like nanoparticles possess superior electrical properties, are 10 times stronger than steel and 100 times lighter – which makes them an attractive additive in common polymers, resulting in what is known as carbon nanotube (CNT) composites. Not surprisingly, CNT composites have been proposed for a variety of advanced applications from flexible electronic devices and solar panels to body armors, race cars, and next-generation commuter airplanes. These applications are based on the assumption that the inclusion of CNTs in polymer matrices would impart the superior nanotube properties to the composite material. But despite tremendous efforts, CNT composites have not fulfilled their promise yet. The caveat is that CNT dispersion in polymers usually perturbs the static and dynamic properties of the polymer matrix, and sometimes results in rather undesired properties. While most studies on nanocomposites focus on the microstructure and its effect on material performance, there is a growing awareness that the softness of these materials allows components to move around relatively easily resulting in fast dynamics that are critical to material design. The dynamics in such composites are expected to originate from particle-polymer interfacial interactions, which consequently influence longer length and time scale properties and eventually determine the success or failure of the material. Unfortunately, studying these phenomena is a challenge to conventional experimental probes due to their limited capabilities in measuring and resolving dynamics at molecular scales.

The characterization of nanoscale dynamics is even more complicated in non-dilute CNT composites prevalent in current industrial applications. Presently, the majority of such applications require CNT loadings above the percolation threshold; i.e., the concentration at which the dispersed CNTs physically touch each other and form a continuous network. In such systems, the overlap of the interfacial regions could result in complex polymer dynamics that do not follow conventional nanocomposite theory and are thus extremely challenging to predict. The complication is exacerbated by the abundance of interface of CNTs which, in the case of strong polymer/CNT attractions, is speculated to result in significant perturbation of the adjacent polymer chains. In this context, the number of conflicting reports on the effect of interfacial interactions on dynamics begs for direct experimental observation which could distinguish between interfacial and non-interfacial polymer dynamics in these non-trivial systems.

An example of a model system that satisfies the percolation and mutual affinity conditions are composites of single wall nanotubes (SWNT) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Using high flux backscattering spectroscopy at NCNR, we were able to resolve the dynamics of non-interfacial from interfacial polymer segments in SWNT-PMMA composites with loadings above the SWNT percolation threshold [1]. Operated in the fixed window scan mode, this type of measurement detects the incoherent elastic scattering intensity, $I_{\text{el}}(Q)$, over an array of detectors with access to different length scales or wavevector transfers, $Q$ (Fig. 1). The sum of intensities over the entire $Q$ range is a measure of the fraction of effectively static entities within the sample. Entities that are slower than the instrumental resolution, i.e., $\approx 2$ ns, appear static while those faster than this time frame contribute to non-elastic scattering and decrease the elastic intensity. Our composites show a slower decrease in the elastic intensities with increasing SWNT loading, consistent with a picture of transient pinning of polymer segments at the SWNT interface over time intervals longer than 2 ns. The $Q$-dependence of $I_{\text{el}}$ provides a direct measure of the mean square displacements (MSD), $\langle u^2 \rangle$, of mobile hydrogen atoms through the Debye-Waller expression: $\ln[I_{\text{el}}(Q)] \propto -\frac{1}{3} Q^2 \langle u^2 \rangle$.

In the composites, this corresponds to the non-interfacial mobile polymer segments. The MSD patterns indicate a remarkable suppression of the local polymer mobility in the composites relative to pure PMMA (see Fig. 1) but do not show significant variation with SWNT loading over the wide
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concentration range and resultant mesh sizes considered here. This invariability of the MSDs with the compactness of the SWNT network suggests that the fast non-interfacial segments in the composites are kinetically caged by the slow polymer domains around the nanotubes, analogous to polymer blends with fast and slow components [2].

The MSD patterns provide insights into the onset of thermally activated polymer dynamics using a simple thermodynamic model with a linear temperature dependence of $\langle u^2 \rangle$. In this framework, the crossover temperatures shown in Fig. 2 are found to be consistent with previously reported dynamical transitions in PMMA. The composites show the same transition temperatures except for $\approx 20$ K increase in the highest-$T$ crossover designating the glass transition temperature, $T_g$. This increase in $T_g$ corroborates the picture of slow interfacial polymer domains in percolated SWNT networks [3] and qualitatively suggests a slowdown in the structural polymer relaxations.

A quantitative measurement of the structural relaxations was possible through complementary neutron spin-echo spectroscopy (NSE), which can be selectively tuned to $Q$-values at which structural relaxations are most prominent. The values of the relaxation times, $T_\rho$, obtained from fits of the decay rates to a stretched-exponential model, reveal an order of magnitude slowdown of the polymer dynamics in the SWNT composites compared to pure PMMA. However, both pure and composite samples show similar linear trends in the relaxation process (over the NSE time-window) manifested in almost identical activation energies, $E_A = 38.5$ $k_BT$. This implies that the energy barrier required for structural polymer relaxations is not disrupted by the inclusion of the nanotubes. But, due to chain connectivity, the local pinning of chain segments at the interfaces results in a dramatic slowdown of the structural relaxations that occur at longer length/time scales.

In conclusion, the implementation of different neutron scattering spectroscopy techniques provides a clear picture of polymer dynamics in an industrially favored class of CNT nanocomposites characterized by percolated nanotube networks and strong polymer-CNT attractions. Backscattering measurements allow a distinction between the transient pinned interfacial segments and the mobile segments away from the interface while NSE measurements clarify the long-range effect of these pinning events. In addition to their value to the design of CNT composites with tailored properties and reliable long-term performance, these findings should help guide theories and simulations of hierarchical polymer dynamics in a broad class of nanocomposites.
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A commercial paint exhibits a desired viscosity profile over shear rates from $\approx 10^4 \text{ s}^{-1}$ for settling to $> 10^4 \text{ s}^{-1}$ for brushing, rolling, and spray applications. In general, the composition and chemistry govern the formulation microstructure. Due to formulation complexity, a full understanding of the fundamentals of paint rheology is still somewhat elusive, but has been attributed to changes in the flow-induced hierarchical structure existing in the paint. In this work, we have utilized ultra small-angle neutron scattering under shear (rheo-USANS) to study structural evolution of paints. Employing the structural parameters obtained from the scattering data, we developed an elementary viscosity expression that demonstrated good agreement between measured and calculated flow curves.

In typical paint formulations, the volume fraction of solids ranges from about 15% to 45%, with about 5% to 35% of the volume being polymeric latex binders. The rest of the solids are primarily inorganic pigment particles ($\text{TiO}_2$ and extender). To achieve the desired viscosity profile over a wide shear rate range, rheology modifiers (RMs) such as hydrophobically modified ethylene oxide urethane (HEUR) polymer are widely used in the coatings industry. HEUR polymers are nonionic, associative thickeners consisting of a hydrophilic poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) backbone and hydrophobes [1]. Structural studies of commercially relevant paints in the wet state have been difficult to accomplish due to the opacity of the suspensions, relatively high volume fraction of solids, presence of different types of particles (e.g. latex and $\text{TiO}_2$) and relatively large and polydisperse particle sizes (100 nm to 10 µm).

Here, in-situ rheo-USANS measurements were performed at the BT-5 Perfect Crystal Diffractometer USANS instrument using the NIST couette shear cell. USANS data is slit smeared, meaning that there is poor resolution in the vorticity direction. Therefore, the structural parameters obtained from the rheo-USANS data are more representative of the structure in the flow direction. Additionally, we used contrast matching where the neutron scattering length density of the suspending medium ($\text{H}_2\text{O}/\text{D}_2\text{O}$ mixture) is matched to either the latex or pigment. This permits probing the shear dependence of the $\text{TiO}_2$ aggregate and latex binder particle aggregate structures independently [2].

Representative rheo-USANS data from a selected paint formulation (at two contrast match conditions) as a function of shear rate are presented in Figs. 1a and 1b. Correlation length, $\xi$, and self-similarity dimension or fractal dimension, $D_f$, characterize latex and $\text{TiO}_2$ aggregates. Under shear, the large fractal aggregates of latex and $\text{TiO}_2$ are expected to be restructured and broken into smaller fractal aggregates and finally into single particles at sufficiently high shear rate.

**FIGURE 1:** Rheo-USANS intensity profiles as a function of the scattering vector $q$ for the Paint-1 formulation at (a) $\text{TiO}_2$ contrast matched condition and (b) Latex-A1 contrast matched condition, for different shear rates. The solid lines are model fits [2] to the experimental data.

Sketches qualitatively depicting latex and $\text{TiO}_2$ aggregate structures at various applied shear rates for two selected paints are presented in Fig. 2. The sketches mimic aggregates with a $D_f$ and an aggregate $R_0 (\approx \xi)$ extracted...
from rheo-USANS fitting. Aggregate orientation should not be construed to infer anisotropy. These schematics represent the time-averaged steady state aggregate structure where the time scale is orders of magnitude greater than both the aggregate-aggregate and aggregate-particle collision timescales. Paint-1 was formulated with a RM that has a relatively smaller hydrophobe size ($C_m \approx 12$) and a lower hydrophobe density. A smaller hydrophobe size results in a shorter relaxation time and consequently, aggregates are softer and deformation dominates (maintain cohesion under stretching). Under increasing shear, the latex aggregate structures evolve into more open structures ($D_f$ decreases, resulting in diffusion limited aggregation, DLA-type structures), while the correlation length remains approximately constant. In contrast, Paint-3 has a larger hydrophobe ($C_m \approx 18$) and a greater hydrophobe density (>3). These latex aggregates are expected to form more rigid reaction limited aggregation, RLA-type structures.

**FIGURE 2:** Qualitative schematics of aggregate structures based on rheo-USANS and rheo-SANS fitting parameters [1, 2]. Very small aggregates have been enlarged for better visibility. Flow and vorticity orientation is shown for the SANS latex-RM schematics but is not applicable to the USANS schematics.

The TiO$_2$ aggregate sizes in Paint-1 are much larger than the TiO$_2$ single particle size and the fractal dimensions indicate RLA-type structures, and therefore large numbers of particles are present in each aggregate even at high shear. In contrast, at low shear the TiO$_2$ aggregate fractal dimensions for Paint-3 are low, while the correlation lengths are much larger than the single particle radius, indicating the formation of strand-like aggregates. At high shear, these strand-like aggregates break into smaller aggregates and approach almost single TiO$_2$ particles. In passing, we mention that the TiO$_2$ dispersion state has a profound impact on the opacity of the film cast from these formulations.

The steady-shear viscosity of aggregate structures in colloidal suspensions is the sum of two main contributions – hydrodynamic and structural. Previously [1], we have shown that the latex-RM combination forms a core-shell microstructure where the shell layer becomes anisotropic at high shear (with major axis along the vorticity direction) (Fig. 2). However, the latex-RM microstructure hydrodynamic volume contribution, based on the hard-sphere approach of Krieger and Dougherty [3] alone cannot account for the observed paint viscosity. Knowing the precise structural parameters of the transient soft colloidal aggregates, we developed a scaling model where the structural contribution is modeled after the Rouse model for polymer solutions. Others [4, 5] have also emphasized similarity between Rouse-mode relaxation and equations of motion for weakly associated colloids. While each structural parameter (latex transient aggregates and individual particles as well as TiO$_2$ transient aggregates and individual particles) contributes to the total viscosity, the dominant contribution arises from the latex transient aggregates [2]. This leads to a single-parameter approximate expression for viscosity

$$\eta \approx \eta_s \Phi_{fractal_{latex}} \left( \frac{R_{latex}}{R_{latex}} \right)^{D_f_{latex}}$$

In this description $\eta$ is the solvent viscosity; $\Phi$ is the volume fraction; $\xi$ and $D_f$ are the transient aggregate structural dimensions; and $<R>$ is the fractal aggregate building-block dimension. The parameter $\alpha$ is a fitting parameter of $\approx O(1)$ Using such a simple expression, good agreement between measured and calculated viscosity was obtained as demonstrated in Fig. 3. This implies that structural parameters extracted from the scattering data are representative of the formulation structure under shear and that energy dissipation from transient fractal aggregates of latex is the predominant mechanism of viscosity creation in HEUR thickened latex paints.

**FIGURE 3:** Calculated viscosity and comparison with experimentally measured values as a function of shear stress for a) Paint-1 and b) Paint-3.
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Enhanced vertical ordering of block copolymer films by tuning temperature and molecular mass

A. Modi\textsuperscript{1}, X. Zhang\textsuperscript{2}, K. Yager\textsuperscript{1}, J. F. Douglas\textsuperscript{4}, S. Satija\textsuperscript{5}, and A. Karim\textsuperscript{1}

Block copolymers (BCPs) are an important class of soft polymeric materials that are comprised of two or more different polymers ("blocks") that are chemically bound at junction points. In most cases, the polymer blocks tend to be spatially segregated rather than mixed due to repulsive interactions between blocks, and their collective ordering behavior results in self-organized assembly of a wide range of morphologies (of one block surrounded by a matrix of the other block). BCP morphologies can range from spheres to cylinders to lamellae to gyroid and other exotic morphologies. These morphologies can be highly periodic with varying degrees of connectivity and structural dimensions on the nanometer scale, typically on the order of 5 nm to 100 nm. These materials have the potential to be used in a wide variety of applications ranging from ultrathin membranes for water purification, to high-density data storage devices, to next generation transistors and optical devices. From a fundamental viewpoint, the ordering of block copolymers via self-assembly into periodic nanoscale structures is intriguing due to a complex interplay of block-block molecular interactions and molecular packing considerations.

In BCP thin films a high degree of control in the alignment of nanodomains is essential to utilize these materials as nanoscale templates for various top-down or bottom-up approaches to nano-fabrication. It is critical then to investigate the effect of molecular weight of the block components, the effects of annealing temperature on their film ordering properties, and other properties that affect the molecular scale ordering. In this regard, when BCPs are confined to thin films, their ordering behavior is significantly influenced by the interfacial interactions with confining boundaries. For instance, strong attraction of one of the blocks to the substrate can lead to preferential wetting of the block, which can not only change the morphology from that observed in the bulk but also alter the orientation of the block with respect to the substrate [1, 2]. In these examples, the control of orientation and morphology is much more challenging as boundary interactions may be controlled by modification of the substrate surface or by altering the block chemistry during the synthesis process, both of which are often undesirable. It would thus be convenient to be able to tune an inherent molecular or processing parameter to avoid such undesirable surface effects. This forms the scientific basis and theme of this study.

Cylinder-forming BCPs may be used for applications such as membranes for filtration by virtue of the ability to optically and chemically etch the minority cylinder-forming block to create a high density of nanochannels for selective material transport. Membranes and other applications such as data storage require that the cylinders be oriented perpendicular to the substrate. However this only occurs if there is no significant energetic preference of either of the two blocks for the substrate or air interfaces, criteria, which are often difficult to satisfy. In thin films, it is generally observed that cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA BCPs preferentially orient with the cylinders in a horizontal arrangement due to the energetic preference of the PMMA component for the oxide (plasma-treated) silicon wafer substrate. However, these measurements have mostly been conducted at relatively high temperatures, typically 180 °C and higher.

Scaling arguments predict an orientational transformation from cylinders oriented parallel to the supporting substrate to a perpendicular configuration when the polymer surface energy driving the BCP surface pattern formation is large, exactly the phenomena we examined here. Previously, we observed such a transformation in poly(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) copolymer thin films, and demonstrated that cylinder-forming BCPs have a rich "surface morphology diagram" delineating how the BCP surface morphology depends on ordering temperature, film casting method, and film thickness [3]. In recent work on BCP lamellae, we also found that decreasing the temperature helped achieve perpendicular lamellae orientation, provided the 'rough' boundary interaction at the substrate is made nearly neutral [2]. This allowed a tuning of the amount of BCP domains standing normal to the solid.
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substrate by varying temperature. This report considers a similar strategy of enhancing the ordering in cylinder-forming BCP films where we increase the thermodynamic driving force for ordering by either decreasing temperature or by increasing the BCP molecular mass to drive a vertical orientation of cylinders, overcoming substrate surface interactions that lead to orientation parallel to the substrate. Since the molecular block-block interaction parameter $\chi$ is inversely temperature dependent, this demonstrates that tuning the Flory-Huggins (F-H) interaction strength $\chi_N$ ($N =$ number of monomers in BCP) provides control, allowing the formation of well-organized surface patterns with the technologically interesting perpendicular cylinder BCP orientation [4]. This effect arises because the segregation strength $\chi_N$ controls the effective rigidity of self-assembled BCP structures.

**FIGURE 1:** Tunability of BCP orientation with temperature. AFM height images for PS-PMMA BCPs with $M_w = 77.5$ kg/mol. Left image: Film thickness $h_f = 141$ nm annealing at 200 °C for 15 h. Right image: $h_f = 94$ nm annealed at 164 °C for 15 h. The scale bar is 200 nm, and applies to both images. One-dimensional height traces indicated by a red line used to calculate aspect ratio of surface structures. Image widths are 1.5 μm.

Figure 1 shows that in PS-b-PMMA thin films with a total relative molecular mass of 77.5 kg/mol and a mass fraction of PS of 0.74 (cylinder bulk phase), we obtain a traditional parallel cylinder orientation at relatively high temperatures ($\approx 200$ °C), however the morphology switches to vertically oriented cylinders at low temperature ($\approx 164$ °C). In other words, as we lower the temperature, the interfacial segregation strength ($\chi$) increases, leading to a transition between the two orientations. We rule out temperature dependent surface tension differences as driving this transition as the surface tension difference increases at lower temperature. The system would form wetting layers of polymer morphology, which is not observed.

Neutron reflection studies (Fig. 2) confirm the parallel orientation of cylinders when annealed at the relatively high temperature of 200 °C. An oscillatory average depth profile is observed due the hexagonally packed cylinders in the thin film that appear layered on the substrate, as seen in Ref. [1].

**FIGURE 2:** Neutron reflectivity measurements on dPS-b-PMMA films with a perpendicular cylinder morphology at the surface. NR scans (symbols) measured from a 96 nm flow-coated BCP film annealed at 200 °C for 15 h. We next consider the same effect by increasing the molecular mass, in which our relatively low molecular mass BCPs have a parallel orientation at $\approx 180$ °C. If our interpretation of orientation dependence on interaction strength is correct, this should allow us to observe a parallel to perpendicular orientation, even at elevated temperature. Figure 3 shows the vertical orientation of PS-b-PMMA cylinders at 182 °C for high molecular weights of PS-PMMA BCPs ($M_w = 158.0$ kg/mol and 367.2 kg/mol). Thus we confirm that, as with low temperature vertical orientation cylinder forming PS-b-PMMA BCP films, we can achieve tunable vertical alignment of the PMMA cylinders on the substrate by enhancing the strength of the thermodynamic driving force for BCP ordering by simply increasing the BCP molecular mass, since the F-H product $\chi_N$ is the controlling parameter.

**FIGURE 3:** AFM height images for PS-PMMA BCPs with $M_w = 158.0$ kg/mol (left) and 367.2 kg/mol (right). Representative images of BCP films with (a) $h_f = 54$ nm annealed at 182 °C for 15 h, (b) $h_f = 165$ nm annealed at 182 °C for 15 h, (c and d) 3D view of (a and b). All panels are 2 μm wide.
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Wide-angle neutron collection using a defocusing Rowland geometry
L. Harriger¹, and I. Zaliznyak²

Analyzer-detector multiplexing has become standard in the design of triple axis neutron spectrometers and can generate roughly an order-of-magnitude increase in data collection rate [1, 2]. Although the throughput is essentially determined by the total area of analyzer crystal, the true efficiency is limited due to the need to both eliminate cross-talk between different analyzer-detector channels and mitigate a sharp increase in background associated with the reduced shielding associated with wide-angle neutron collection.

Rowland focusing geometry [3] is traditionally used to flatten a large scattering angle (A4) range into a single point by generating a monochromatic sample image at the detector position (horizontal focusing, Fig. 1a). An alternative approach is to use a monochromatic Rowland defocusing geometry, where the sample image is transferred to a position away from the detector and then viewed by a PSD through a radial collimator (Fig. 1b). Here, the individual analyzer blade rotations select out a desired Ef, while the collective blade group rotation (A5) selects a Rowland circle that matches the sample image to the collimators focal length. Thus, Rowland defocusing identifies A5 as a free parameter with a singular setting that enables the use of a radial collimator. Although energy dispersive setups have formerly provided collimated configurations, they typically produce irregular PSD trajectories through the 3D (Q,ω) volume that cannot easily be tuned to match the S(Q,ω) region of interest. However, Rowland defocusing results in a constant energy scan across the PSD, thereby decoupling Q and ω. As a result, the energy transfer can be freely selected and a much simpler PSD trajectory is then projected into the 2D scattering plane.

Ray tracing across the multiplexed assembly [4] (Fig. 1c), we find that the A5 Rowland defocusing value is situated almost ideally for minimizing both beam depletion and A4/Ef value mixing, while simultaneously optimizing the A4 and PSD coverage. As a result, a ‘resolved’ horizontal focusing can be achieved by integrating a PSD in the Rowland defocusing geometry; providing similar intensity gains and Q-relaxation as traditional horizontal focusing but without the same information loss (Fig. 1c).

A wide angle, next-generation spectrometer design based on the Rowland defocusing geometry can be realized by densely packing the Rowland circle with analyzer blades which provide an ≈ 150° quasi-continuous sampling of A4 (Fig. 2a). In a second design (Fig. 2b), the sample can be separated into a prismatic line of sample images by stacking multiple wide angle Rowland assemblies together thereby allowing simultaneous measurement of multiple Ef over A4 ranges between 60° to 90°. Rowland focusing is thus readily applicable to multiplexed triple axis spectroscopy with no required modification to design while also opening the door to next-generation spectrometers that fully leverage the power of this technique.
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Measurement and modeling of polarized specular neutron reflectivity in large magnetic fields

B. B. Maranville\textsuperscript{1}, B. J. Kirby\textsuperscript{1}, A. J. Grutter\textsuperscript{1}, P. A. Kienzle\textsuperscript{1}, C. F. Majkrzak\textsuperscript{1}, and Y. Liu\textsuperscript{2}

Polarized specular neutron reflectometry measurements require a relatively small applied magnetic field throughout the apparatus to maintain a well-defined quantization axis of the neutron spin. Often, a larger field is also applied at the sample position to manipulate the magnetic state of the sample. The difference in the Zeeman energy for a spin-up vs. a spin-down neutron leads to observable shifts in the scattering for even modest applied fields (10s of mT) when spin-flip (SF) scattering is appreciable \cite{1}. The reflectivity formalism including the Zeeman term has been only briefly described in the literature \cite{2, 3}.

These shifts are not a major concern in many experiments \cite{3} because the effect is significant only when there is both a large applied field and strong SF scattering. However, there are important cases where accounting for the Zeeman shift is necessary; e.g., in advanced recording media with high magnetic anisotropy the sample magnetization is not parallel to even large applied fields.

In purely elastic scattering, energy conservation leads to a field-dependent angular shift in the reflected SF beams. The momentum $k_z$ for the SF reflections is then magnetic field $B$-dependent in the fronting medium:

\begin{equation}
\left( k_{\pm}^{F,z} \right)^2 = \left( k_{\pm}^{B,z} \right)^2 \pm 8\pi \rho_{F,B} \tag{1}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\rho_{F,B} = \frac{2\mu_0 m_B}{4\pi \hbar^2} = B \times 2.316 \times 10^{-6} \text{Å}^{-2} \cdot \text{T}^{-1} \tag{2}
\end{equation}

The non-SF $k_z$ are not shifted. In the Schrödinger equations that describe the spin-polarized neutron wave propagation, the energy must also include the magnetic potential, nuclear potential, and kinetic energy, which will be different for the (+) and (-) incident neutron spin.

\begin{equation}
\frac{-\hbar^2}{2m} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \hat{1} + \hat{V}(z) - E_{F,z} \hat{1} \left| \psi^{i,\pm} \right> = 0 \tag{4}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
E_{F,z}^{\pm} = \frac{\hbar^2}{2m} \left( 4\pi (\rho_{F,N} \pm \rho_{F,B}) + (k_{V,z})^2 \right) \tag{5}
\end{equation}

Here the $\rho$ terms are the nuclear and magnetic scattering length densities and $E$ is the energy in the fronting medium. This inclusion of the Zeeman energy term in the total energy is how the current calculations differ from previous ones.

To demonstrate the effects described above, we measured the polarized reflectivity from a magnetically soft thin film, taking advantage of the shape anisotropy to achieve a large magnetization non-collinear with the nearly perpendicular applied field. Measurements were carried out on the Polarized Beam Reflectometer. All 4 spin cross-sections were measured at 3 different detector angles for each sample angle to capture the shifted SF scattering described by Eqs. 1 and 2. The two non-SF cross-sections were extracted from the standard unshifted configuration in which the detector angle equaled twice the sample angle. The two SF cross sections were obtained from detector positions shifted higher and lower. The results are shown in Fig. 2 along with a fit \cite{4} using a newly updated version of the Refl1D software \cite{5}, which now includes the Zeeman energy corrections described in this work.

Users now have access to predefined routines for configuring the instrument to collect Zeeman-shifted scattering data at relevant angles for any applied field, and can accurately model their data with Refl1D, creating new opportunities for polarized reflectivity measurements on samples with high anisotropy.
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A novel far-ultraviolet (FUV) neutron detector has been commissioned on beamline NG6m. It is the core element of a “Neutron Observatory” that will deliver real-time neutron fluence data to users of the NCNR in a simple format, and provide a stable platform for helium-free neutron detector development.

Our neutron detector was developed during research on alternatives to \textsuperscript{3}He neutron detection conducted at the NIST Center for Neutron Research, the Center for Nanoscale Science and Technology, and SURF III Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility. The basic detection mechanism is briefly summarized as follows; more detailed accounts may be found in Refs. [1] and [2].

The detector is based on neutron absorption by the isotope \textsuperscript{10}B. Figure 1 shows a silicon substrate plated with a micron-thick film of isotopically enriched \textsuperscript{10}B, mounted in a reaction cell. In operation, the cell is filled with a noble gas (Ar, Kr, or Xe) at approximately atmospheric pressure, and neutrons enter the cell from the left. Absorption of the neutrons by \textsuperscript{10}B produces alpha particles and \textsuperscript{7}Li nuclei with MeV energies. The energetic particles then react with the background noble gas and produce diatomic noble gas molecules in electronically excited states, commonly known as ‘excimers.’ Once formed, the excimers quickly dissociate into free atoms accompanied by emission of photons with wavelengths of 120 nm to 180 nm, which lie in the far ultraviolet range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Tens of thousands FUV photons are produced for each neutron absorption reaction [3, 4] implying that about a third of the entire nuclear reaction energy is converted into FUV photons. Moreover, the photons are emitted in bursts over intervals of tens of nanoseconds.

Taking full advantage of this remarkably efficient coupling of neutrons to the electromagnetic field led to the development of a stable and accurate FUV detection system where the photon bursts are detected with a FUV-sensitive photomultiplier tube, that views the structure of Fig. 1 looking down from the top of the figure. The photon bursts are converted to electron pulses by the photomultiplier. A microcontroller supplies high voltage to the photomultiplier, monitors noble gas pressure, integrates the photomultiplier output bursts into single data pulses, processes the data to obtain absolute neutron fluence rates, and transmits the results to a conventional computer for distribution on the internet.

The advantages of the Neutron Observatory are simplicity (the only active elements are the stable \textsuperscript{10}B films and noble gases), efficient, robust operation resulting from the high photon production, and traceable absolute calibration (the cross sections for the \textsuperscript{10}B absorption of neutrons are known with high accuracy). An interface has been designed to provide NCNR operational information to users, and to support research in alternative neutron target architectures and photon conversion mechanisms.

**FIGURE 1:** Photograph of the reaction chamber of the neutron detector. The neutron target is a thin film of isotopically-enriched \textsuperscript{10}B deposited on a 2.5 cm square silicon substrate and positioned at 45° with respect to the incident neutron beam that enters the reaction chamber from the left. The chamber is filled with a noble gas at approximately atmospheric pressure. As described in the text, energetic products of the \textsuperscript{10}B - neutron absorption reaction excite far ultraviolet photon emission in the noble gas. The photons are detected by a photomultiplier tube, which views the face of the target from a position a few cm above the top of the present figure.
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Non-shear flows are commonly observed in industrial processing of complex fluids. Examples of extensional flow include the delivery of pharmaceuticals via syringe and hypodermic needle and extrusion or molding of polymer melts. Despite the frequency with which complex fluids experience extensional stresses, the structure and rheology of complex fluids undergoing extensional flow remains relatively understudied when compared to shear flow.

An extensional flow cell platform with eight access ports (four per side) has been developed such that customizable inserts can be quickly exchanged providing flexibility in experiment design (Figure 1a) [1]. This flow cell is currently available to the general SANS user community. In a cross-slot flow cell two opposing fluid fronts split evenly into outlet ports perpendicular to the inlet (Figure 1b). At the center there is a stagnation point where the flow velocity is zero and the fluid experiences purely extensional strain. To maximize scattering, while primarily measuring the effects of extensional strain, a 1 mm diameter sample aperture centered at the stagnation point is used.

**FIGURE 1:** (a): schematic of flow cell, (b): diagram depicting cross-slot flow.

To demonstrate its capabilities, our initial measurements focus on measuring the alignment of wormlike micelle solutions (WLMs). The WLMs contain 75 mmol/L cetylpyridinium chloride and 45 mmol/L sodium salicylate. Four cross-slot inserts, 2 mm wide and ≈ 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm deep were used. Additionally, a 10 mm wide and 1.6 mm deep insert was also used to more closely simulate the devices used in earlier SANS measurements [2]. Since the WLMs approximate plug-like flow, a nominal extensional rate ($\varepsilon$) can be calculated as $Q/w^2d$ where $Q$ is the volumetric flow rate, $w$ is the cross-slot width and $d$ is the channel depth [3]. Annular averages ($q = 0.03$ Å$^{-1}$) of the reduced data were fit with an even Legendre expansion to determine the orientation parameter ($P_2$) and the direction of alignment ($\phi$).

$P_2$ and $\phi$ are plotted as a function of $\varepsilon$ in Figure 2. WLMs start to exhibit alignment in the direction of extensional strain at $\varepsilon > 0.1$ s$^{-1}$ and $P_2$ increases monotonically until $\varepsilon \approx 0.8$ s$^{-1}$. At $\varepsilon > 0.8$ s$^{-1}$, the orientation direction begins to shift and there is a sharp reduction in the degree of alignment for most cross-slots. These changes indicate that the fluid from each inlet is no longer splitting evenly into the side channels thus eliminating the stagnation point. The low aspect ratio ($H/W = 0.16$) requires order of magnitude higher linear flow velocity to achieve equivalent $\varepsilon$ relative to the high aspect ratio ($H/W = 2.5$) channels. In this case, the degree of alignment increases substantially upon loss of the stagnation point due to greater local shear stresses. However, for WLMs that can be approximated as having plug-like flow, it seems that the measurement of extensional effects (prior to the onset of instabilities) is not significantly affected by the cross-slot aspect ratio.

**FIGURE 2:** Orientation parameter and alignment angle plotted as a function of nominal extensional strain rate for WLMs in a series of cross-slot flow cells.
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Prompt-gamma activation analysis (PGAA) is used to determine chemical composition by measuring gamma radiation emitted by samples during neutron capture. PGAA is especially useful for measurement of light elements (in particular hydrogen and boron) for which optical spectroscopy is limited. An instrument for cold neutron PGAA, located on neutron guide NG7 from 1990 to 2014, was used for multielement characterization of a wide variety of materials, including metals and metal alloys, semiconductor and superconductor materials, fullerenes and their derivatives, and geological and biological samples [1-3]. Because of its hydrogen-free construction the detection limit for hydrogen was < 5 mg/kg in most matrices. However, the presence of an adjacent guide near the sample position, resulted in increased gamma-ray background, and placed limitations on both sample size and experimental space.

In response to the limitations of the NG7 instrument, a new PGAA instrument has been installed at neutron guide NGD as part of the recent NCNR expansion [4]. To minimize neutron and gamma-ray background, shielding was modeled with the help of the Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) code [5]. The current design of the instrument begins at a Li-glass local beam shutter opening to emit the neutron beam through an evacuated flight tube into the adjoining PGAA sample chamber. The inside of the flight tube and chamber are lined with lithiated shielding to prevent gamma-ray background arising from capture of scattered neutrons, with Li glass inside the chamber as a beam stop. Prompt gamma rays emitted by the sample are measured using an n-type Ge detector mounted vertically into a bismuth germanate (BGO) Compton shield which improves the signal-to-noise ratio. The detector is shielded with lead to minimize gamma-ray background from all sources except the sample and with borated polymer to mitigate fast neutrons, produced by thermal neutron capture in Li, that could damage the detector.

The thermal equivalent neutron flux at the sample position has been measured as 6.8 x 10^9 cm^-2 s^-1, a factor of 10 improvement over the flux at the NG7 instrument. Background levels measured for H and other elements are also a factor of 10 or more lower at NGD. The improved signal to noise ratio results in an a factor of 5 to 20 improvement in elemental detection limits over the NG7 instrument (Table 1).

Table 1: Detection limits (μg) for selected elements at NGD vs. NG7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>NG7</th>
<th>NGD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future improvements are planned to take advantage of the increased experimental space and will include design and installation of reaction chambers to measure in-situ reaction products from catalysis and other chemical processes, neutron optics and scanning stages for 2-D and 3-D compositional mapping of samples, additional detectors for coincidence spectrometry, and an automatic sample chamber to increase productivity and efficiency of measurements.

References

Reliability and Availability of the Reactor

The reactor operated 198 days during FY 2015, achieving a reliability of 98.5%. The three days that were lost were due to two separate equipment failures: 1) the loss of an instrumentation power transformer and 2) the failure of a regulating control rod. The lost time was made up by extending the reactor cycles.

Replacement of Rabbit Tubes RT-1 and RT-2

“Rabbits” allow sample to be placed in the reactor for irradiation. During FY 2015, both the RT-1 and RT-2 rabbit tube tips were replaced. The new rabbit tips were fabricated in house by the NIST Shops and assembled by Scott Slifer. Other staff members replaced the old tips with new ones with minimal radiation doses to NCNR staff (Fig. 1). Thus the NCNR again has two fully operational rabbit tubes available for users.

Installing Cold Source Refrigerator Cold Box on the C200 floor

The NCNR has been actively engaged in the design of a liquid deuterium cold neutron source to replace the current liquid hydrogen source. During FY 2015, the cold box for the new 7 kW cold source refrigerator was installed in its final location (Fig. 2). Transportation of refrigerator cold box through the facility involved a complicated non-standard lift procedure (Fig. 3), which required the development of a step-by-step lifting plan.
Installations and Upgrades

Two major instrument development projects have seen significant progress this year. First, the design of the 40 m very Small Angle Neutron Scattering (vSANS) instrument has continued throughout 2015. The primary instrument optics have arrived and installation is well underway at NG-3. We anticipate that by the end of 2015, the neutron beam delivery system, velocity selector and neutron/gamma shielding (bunker), cryogenically cooled crystalline Bi-Be filter, attenuator assembly, polarizer guide, 11 pre-sample flight path boxes, and the sample area will all be in place and wiring of these systems will have begun. In addition, modifications have been made to the G-100 East truck bay including utility re-routing to provide support for the vSANS scattering tank which is expected to arrive in late spring of 2016. Tests of the vSANS detector have begun and detector installation is expected in the summer of 2016. Finally data acquisition software for vSANS is in active development and a prototype system is being used on the 10 m SANS in order to ensure that a functional data acquisition system is available when commissioning begins.

Second, scintillator detector development for the white beam reflectometer, CANDoR is nearly complete. Recent tests of the detector performance have shown the achievement of greater than 80% absolute neutron sensitivity. A final design will be chosen and procurement of components for fabrication will be complete by the end of 2015. Work continues on design and procurement of all beam line components in addition to assembly and testing of the focusing guide. CANDoR is currently scheduled to come on line in early 2017 on NG-1.

Several upgrade and installation projects have also been completed in 2015. The space vacated by the relocated PGAA instrument at NG-7 was replaced with the test station PHADES (Polarized \(^{3}\)He And Detector Experiment Station). This station provides capabilities for detector development, polarized beam component tests and development, and single crystal alignment. Beam characterization and commissioning began in June with the instrument being fully functional in July.

Significant upgrades have enhanced the BT-8 Engineering Diffractometer. Upgrades in 2015 include removing the blades of the existing 40’ collimator embedded in the BT-8 instrument shutter. The removal of the blades increased the beam cross section on the monochromator by 70% with up to 50% gain in flux on the sample. An air balancer mounted to a jib crane has been installed that provides support for samples up to 500 lb, allowing fine control of sample positioning for very large samples. Design, fabrication and testing has also been completed for an octo-strain device (operational June 2015) and a shear device (operational September 2015). Further upgrades this year include a new position-sensitive detector, which has been delivered and has passed performance testing. Installation will take place once modifications to the detector housing are completed. A new monochromator and new sample translation tables have been purchased and will be installed in 2016. The monochromator will allow measurements at three wavelengths simultaneously, increasing the data collection rate. In addition, sample positioning will be greatly improved with the installation of an optical scanning system. This system

**FIGURE 1:** Eleven newly installed guide boxes at NG-3 for vSANS.
generates a representation of the sample shape in the context of the instrument, and determines the position of the sample within the instrument reference frame. This will greatly reduce the time required for sample alignment.

FIGURE 2: Octo-strain device during alignment on the BT-8 instrument table.

The aCORN experiment was relocated from NG-6 to NG-C and a Cold Neutron Imaging Instrument (CNII) was installed on the end position of NG-6. The CNII shutter was opened at the end of August producing the first test radiography image. The CNII instrument provides users with several imaging techniques including conventional radiography, neutron phase imaging, Bragg-edge imaging, polarized neutron imaging, simultaneous x-ray and neutron tomography, and neutron microscope imaging. The CNII instrument complements and extends the capabilities of the highly successful thermal neutron imaging station at BT-2.

FIGURE 3: The first CNII image, taken August 25th, of a steel sample created by NCNR machinist Doug Johnson.

The Neutron Spin Echo (NSE) instrument at NG-A saw performance gains as the cooling circuit for the main coils was upgraded, featuring a new heat exchanger. This allows the maximum current through the main coils to be increased from 400 A to 500 A, directly translating to a 25 % increase in the maximum Fourier time accessible during NSE experiments.

Helium Spin Filters

The NCNR supports an active program to develop and provide $^3$He neutron spin filters (NSFs) for measurements using polarized neutrons. Polarized beam experiments are routinely carried out on the BT-7 thermal neutron triple-axis spectrometer and the small-angle neutron scattering instruments. During the past year, the NCNR’s spin filter program served 33 experiments, for a total of 103 days of beam time, 166 bar-liters of polarized $^3$He gas, and 101 polarized $^3$He cells.

During 2015, significant new capabilities in wide-angle polarization analysis capability were developed on MACS. The apparatus consists of a neutron-compatible solenoid, wide-angle analyzer cells, and a polarizer cell contained in an electrically shielded, RF solenoid for NMR-based polarization inversion. In the last year, the apparatus has been successfully employed for four experiments, yielding valuable operational experience for future routine user capability.

Wide-angle cells have been one of the most challenging and key elements in polarization analysis using $^3$He spin filters. Sealed, two- or three-sectioned cells are currently being employed for polarized beam experiments on MACS. This year, we have developed horseshoe-shaped wide-angle cells by pinching off a section from a donut-shaped cell. A horseshoe-shaped cell has four advantages over a three-sectioned cell: 1) since the cell is made from fully blown glass, long relaxation times can be obtained with greater reliability; 2) the circular shape yields a uniform gas path length for all scattering angles; 3) the cross section of the cell is close to rectangular, yielding a more uniform gas path length compared to a round cross section; and 4) only one $^3$He spin analyzer is necessary, reducing the demand on our optical pumping system and simplifying polarization corrections from $^3$He polarization time-dependence. We successfully obtained a relaxation time of 350 h and achieved a $^3$He polarization of 78 % for the first test of such a cell. The relatively smaller inner diameter of the horseshoe-shaped cell cannot accommodate existing MACS/DCS cryostats; hence a new dedicated cryostat with a 7.6 cm outside diameter cryostat tail piece is being purchased. In parallel, we will prepare and test more horseshoe cells.
FIGURE 4: Shannon Watson and Wangchun Chen setting up a “horseshoe” cell for polarized beam measurements at MACS.

Data Acquisition Software
The New Instrument Control Environment (NICE) is a Java-based data acquisition package that incorporates a highly versatile scripting capability to enable end-user adaptations to be coded under all the major scientific programming languages. NICE software has been deployed for data acquisition on two more instruments, the new NG-7 Test Station PHADES, and the NG-B 10 m SANS. User interfaces have been redesigned and expanded, improving the scripting capabilities and setup of experiment trajectories. After the final deployment at the 10 m SANS, NICE will be deployed on the remaining two 30 m SANS with specific design to streamline polarized beam experiments. The operational experience that will be obtained on the existing SANS instruments will be used to create fully functional data acquisition software for vSANS.

Data Analysis Software
The DAVE (Data Analysis and Visualization Environment) project is a software suite of programs designed for use with data taken on the inelastic neutron instruments at the NCNR and elsewhere. DAVE is actively maintained and developed according to the goals of the project, in response to user feedback and improvements to neutron instrumentation. For the triple axis instruments, the calibration program for the multi-crystal analyzer and position sensitive detector (PSD) for both SPINS and BT-7 have been combined and redesigned to handle other modes of operation as well as the existing “flat” analyzer mode where the individual analyzer blades are aligned. A “see-through” mode is now included in which each analyzer blade rotates independently to select a different final energy ($E_f$). There is also a “fixed $E_f$,” or more specifically, an Inverse Rowland focusing mode (see article on page 46) in which the final energy is fixed across the analyzer. The impact of these additions is that users can more easily plan experiments with different instrument setups that may better suit their needs. For the Mslice module there are numerous incremental updates that improve on data manipulation and visualization. For example, it is now possible to make cuts of two-dimensional data along any arbitrary direction instead of just along each axis. Also, there are now more flexible options to fold the data along a symmetry axis/axes of the sample in a way that can improve on both the statistics and presentation of data.

The SASView data analysis program has received an optimization upgrade, incorporating the Bumps optimization and uncertainty modeling engine. In addition to returning the best-fit value for a model, the Bumps engine performs a Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis to explore the multidimensional parameter uncertainty from the fit. In addition to returning the credible interval for individual parameter values, Bumps visualizes correlations between pairs of parameters to better understand the fit. As part of an international collaboration between NIST, ANSTO, SNS, ISIS, ILL and ESS, SASView Code Camp-III was held in Denmark in February 2015, resulting in the release of SASView 3.1, incorporating the new fitting engine.

Funded jointly by the NSF and EPSRC, the CCP-SAS project is focused on developing an easy-to-use open-source modeling package that enables users to generate physically accurate atomistic models, calculate scattering profiles and compare results to experimental scattering data sets in a single web-based software suite. In the past year our efforts have led to the release of SASSIE-web to the international scattering community. Several workshop and training sessions have taken place at scattering centers and scientific meetings. Over thirty manuscripts using our software products on a variety of structural biology and soft-matter problems have been published. With hundreds of users the goals of the next year are to enable the software to utilize high performance computational methods to model scattering data.
Serving the Science and Technology Community

The mission of the NIST Center for Neutron Research is to assure the availability of neutron measurement capabilities to meet the needs of U.S. researchers from industry, academia, and other U.S. government agencies. To carry out this mission, the NCNR uses several different mechanisms to work with participants from outside NIST, including a competitive proposal process, instrument partnerships, and collaborative research with NIST.

Proposal System
Most of the beam time on NCNR instruments is made available through a competitive, peer-review proposal process. The NCNR issues calls for proposals approximately twice a year. Proposals are reviewed at several different levels. First, expert external referees evaluate each proposal on merit and provide us with written comments and ratings. This is a very thorough process where several different referees review each proposal. Second, the proposals are evaluated on technical feasibility and safety by NCNR staff. Third, we convene our Beam Time Allocation Committee (BTAC) to assess the reviews and to allocate the available instrument time. Using the results of the external peer review and their own judgment, the BTAC makes recommendations to the NCNR Director on the amount of beam time to allocate to each approved experiment. Approved experiments are scheduled by NCNR staff members in consultation with the experimenters.

The current BTAC members are:
Andrew Allen (NIST Ceramics Division)
Jeffrey Allen (Michigan Technological University)
Collin Broholm (The Johns Hopkins University)
Leslie Butler (Louisiana State University)
Kushol Gupta (University of Pennsylvania)
Ramanan Krishnamoorti (University of Houston)
Valery Kiryukhin (Rutgers University)
Jennifer Lee (National Institutes of Health)
Raul Lobo (University of Delaware)
Janna Maranas (The Pennsylvania State University)
Steven May (Drexel University)
Ryan Murphy (Solvay)
Lilo Pozzo (University of Washington)
Carlos Rinaldi (University of Florida)
Stephan Rosenkranz (Argonne National Laboratory)
Gila Stein (University of Houston)

Partnerships
The NCNR may form partnerships with other institutions to fund the development and operation of selected instruments. These partnerships, or “Participating Research Teams”, may have access to as much as 75% of the available beam time on the instrument, depending on the share of total costs borne by the team. A minimum of 25% of the available beam time is always made available through the NCNR proposal program to all users. Partnerships are negotiated for a fixed period (usually three years) and may be renewed if there is mutual interest and a continued need. These partnerships have proven to be an important and effective way to expand the research community’s access to NCNR capabilities.

Collaboration with NIST
Some time on all instruments is available to NIST staff in support of our mission. This time is used to work on NIST research needs, instrument development, and promoting the widespread use of neutron measurements in important research areas, particularly by new users. As a result of these objectives, a significant fraction of the time available to NIST staff is used collaboratively by external users, who often take the lead in the research. Access through such collaborations is managed through written beam time requests. In contrast to proposals, beam time requests are reviewed and approved internally by NCNR staff. We encourage users interested in exploring collaborative research opportunities to contact an appropriate NCNR staff member.

Research Participation and Productivity
The NCNR continued its strong record of serving the U.S. research community this year. Over the 2015 reporting year, 2436 research participants benefited from use of the NCNR. (Research participants include users who come to
the NCNR to use the facility as well as active collaborators, including co-proposers of approved experiments, and co-authors of publications resulting from work performed at the NCNR.) As the number of participants has grown, the number of publications per year has increased in proportion. The quality of the publications continues to be at a very high level.

FIGURE 1: Research participants at the NCNR 1986-2015.

2015 NCNR Proposal Program

In response to the last two calls for proposals (calls 32 and 33) for instrument time, we received 716 proposals, of which 413 were approved and received beam time. For the most recent call, the oversubscription, i.e., the ratio of days requested on all proposals to the days available, was 2.0 on average, but as high as 3.1 for specific instruments. Proposal demand has grown constantly since the NCNR first began accepting proposals in 1991, and has more than doubled in the past decade. The following table shows the data for several instrument classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument class</th>
<th>Proposals</th>
<th>Days requested</th>
<th>Days allocated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS and USANS</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>938</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflectometers</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrometers</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2174</td>
<td>878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffraction</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>3955</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Users Group

The NCNR Users Group (NUG) provides an independent forum for all facility users to raise issues to NCNR management, working through its executive officers to carry out this function. The current members of the NUG Executive Committee are Alan Nakatani (Dow Chemical, chair), Michael Crawford (DuPont), Amber Larson (University of Maryland, student/postdoc member), Michael Mackay (University of Delaware), Megan Robertson (University of Houston), Rafael Verduzco (Rice University) and Igor Zaliznyak (Brookhaven National Laboratory).

Panel of Assessment

The major organizational components of NIST are evaluated annually for quality and effectiveness by the National Research Council (NRC), the principal operating agency of both the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. A panel appointed by the NRC last reported on the NIST Center of Neutron Research in July 2013. The findings are summarized in a document that may be viewed online at http://www.nist.gov/director/nrc/upload/ncnr-final-report-2013.pdf. A new panel convened at the NCNR on July 7-8, 2015, and their final report should be available online within the next calendar year. The panel members included Peter Green (University of Michigan), Frank Bates (University of Minnesota), Bruce Gaulin (McMaster University), Hubert King (ExxonMobil), Janos Kirz (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Stony Brook University), Roger Leach (Dupont), V. Adrian Parseghian (University of Massachusetts), Sunhil Sinha (University of California at San Diego).

The Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering (CHRNS)

CHRNS is a national user facility that is jointly funded by the National Science Foundation and the NCNR. Its primary goal is to maximize access to state-of-the-art neutron scattering instrumentation for the research community. It operates five neutron scattering instruments at the NCNR, enabling users from around the nation to observe dynamical phenomena involving energies from ≈ 30 neV to ≈ 10 meV, and to obtain structural information on length scales from ≈ 1 nm to ≈ 10 microns. A more detailed account of CHRNS activities may be found on page 58 of this report.
Partnerships for Specific Instruments
NG-7 SANS Consortium
A consortium that includes NIST, the ExxonMobil Research and Engineering Company, and the Industrial Partnership for Research in Interfacial and Materials Engineering (IPRIME) led by the University of Minnesota, operates, maintains, and conducts research at the NG-7 30 m SANS instrument. The consortium uses 57% of the beam time on this instrument, with the remaining 43% allocated to the general scientific community through the NCNR’s proposal system. Consortium members conduct independent research programs primarily in the area of large-scale structure in soft matter. For example, ExxonMobil has used this instrument to deepen their understanding of the underlying nature of ExxonMobil’s products and processes, especially in the fields of polymers, complex fluids, and petroleum mixtures.

The nSoft Consortium
Formed in August 2012, the nSoft Consortium allows member companies to participate with NIST in the development of advanced measurements of materials and manufacturing processes, and develop their own expertise in state-of-the-art measurement technologies to include in their analytical research programs. nSoft develops new neutron-based measurement science for manufacturers of soft materials including plastics, composites, protein solutions, surfactants, and colloidal fluids. Members receive access to leading expertise and training support in neutron technology and soft materials science at NIST. Contact: Ron Jones, nSoft Director, rljones@nist.gov, 301-975-4624.

NIST / General Motors – Neutron Imaging
An ongoing partnership and collaboration between General Motors and NIST that now includes Honda Motors through GM’s partnership with Honda continues to yield exciting results using neutron imaging. Neutron imaging has been employed to visualize the operation of fuel cells for automotive vehicle applications. Neutron imaging is an ideal method for visualizing hydrogen, the fuel of electric vehicle engines. These unique, fundamental measurements provide valuable material characterizations that will help improve the performance, increase the reliability, and reduce the time to market introduction of the next generation electric car engines. 25% of the time on the BT-2 Neutron Imaging Facility is made available to the general scientific community through peer-reviewed proposals.

Interagency Collaborations
The Smithsonian Institution’s Nuclear Laboratory for Archaeological Research is part of the Anthropology Department at the National Museum of Natural History. It has had a longstanding and productive partnership with the NCNR, during which time it has chemically analyzed over 43,100 archaeological artifacts by Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA), drawing extensively on the collections of the Smithsonian, as well as on those of many other institutions in this country and abroad. Such chemical analyses provide a means of linking these diverse collections together in order to study continuity and change involved in the production of ceramic and other artifacts.

The Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), maintains laboratory facilities at the NCNR providing agency-wide analytical support for food safety and food defense programs. Neutron activation and low-level gamma-ray detection techniques yield multi-element and radiological information about foods and related materials and provide a metrological foundation for FDA’s field investigations and for radiological emergency response planning.
The Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering (CHRNS)

The Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering is a national user facility that is jointly funded by the National Science Foundation through its Division of Materials Research (grant number DMR-0944772) and by the NCNR. The primary purpose of this partnership is to maximize access to state-of-the-art neutron scattering instrumentation for the research community using the NCNR’s proposal system. Proposals to use the CHRNS instruments are critically reviewed on the basis of scientific merit and/or technological importance. The core mission of CHRNS is fourfold: (i) to develop and operate neutron scattering instrumentation, with broad application in materials research, for use by the general scientific community; (ii) to promote the effective use of the CHRNS instruments by having an identifiable staff whose primary function is to assist users; (iii) to conduct research that advances the capabilities and utilization of CHRNS facilities; and (iv) to contribute to the development of human resources through educational and outreach efforts.

Following the submission of a new proposal and a site visit in January 2015, the CHRNS agreement was renewed (grant number DMR-1508249) for five years. The success of the proposal was based on the demonstrated ability of CHRNS to advance neutron scattering measurement capabilities and its prominent role in expanding, educating, and diversifying the community of researchers who use neutron methods. As part of the new agreement (which began in September 2015), the portfolio of instruments supported by CHRNS will continue to evolve to ensure that the scientific capabilities exceed or are comparable to the best worldwide. Input for these new directions was obtained from the scientific community through a variety of mechanisms including a workshop held in August 2014 entitled “Neutron Measurements for Materials Design and Characterization.”

Scattering Instruments

During FY 2015, CHRNS supported operation of the following instruments: the NG-B 30m Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) instrument, the Ultra-Small Angle Neutron Scattering (USANS) instrument, the Multi-Angle Crystal Spectrometer (MACS), the High Flux Backscattering Spectrometer (HFBS), and the Neutron Spin-Echo (NSE) spectrometer. Combined, CHRNS instruments can provide structural information on a length scale of \( \approx 1 \) nm to \( 10 \) microns, and dynamical information on energy scales from \( \approx 30 \) neV to \( \approx 10 \) meV. The new CHRNS agreement continues programs in instrument operations and development on HFBS, NSE, and MACS, which boasts the world’s highest monochromatic cold-neutron flux and is now the premier instrument in the world for investigations of quantum magnetism. As part of the new CHRNS agreement, new magnetic correction coils will be installed on NSE within the next few years. The implementation of state-of-the-art Pythagoras coils will make possible measurements up to \( \approx 300 \) ns, which will provide a three-fold increase of the effective instrument resolution. Significant additions to the CHRNS facility include two innovative instruments, vSANS and CANDOR, which will be folded into CHRNS as the installation and commissioning of these new instruments progress. The data rates provided by the multiplexer detector assembly of the CANDOR reflectometer will exceed those available elsewhere in the world by perhaps an order of magnitude or more. The versatile vSANS instrument will cover extensive nano-to-meso length scales in a single measurement, eliminating the need for combined experiments on uSANS and SANS in many cases. CHRNS support for uSANS and SANS will thus be phased out following the commissioning of vSANS and CANDOR. The new CHRNS agreement also includes an expansion and enhancement of the existing NCNR effort in \( ^3 \)He spin filters to ensure that full polarized beam capabilities are available on MACS, SANS, vSANS, and CANDOR. Currently, both SANS and MACS make frequent use of record-breaking \( ^3 \)He spin analyzer cells with specialized geometries.

Research

The wide range of instrument capabilities available in CHRNS support a very diverse scientific program, allowing researchers in materials science, chemistry, biology, and condensed matter physics to investigate materials such as polymers, metals, ceramics, magnetic materials, porous media, fluids, gels, and biological molecules. Ten scientific highlights utilizing the five current CHRNS instruments are featured in this Annual Report.

In the most recent Call for Proposals (call 33), 225 proposals requested CHRNS instruments, and 125 of these proposals received beam time. Of the 1139 days requested for the CHRNS instruments, 510 were awarded. (These numbers include all of the SANS proposals: Approximately 75% of the beam time approved by BTAC will be run on the CHRNS
NGB SANS.) Roughly half of the users of neutron scattering techniques at the NCNR use CHRNS-funded instruments, and more than one quarter of NCNR publications (see the “Publications” section on p. 63), over the current one-year period, are based on research performed using these instruments.

Scientific Support Services
In FY2015, CHRNS provided scientific support in two critical areas: sample environment and chemical laboratories.

The laboratory staff continues to equip and maintain user laboratories and routinely assists users with sample preparations. The staff ensures that users have the tools and supplies they need for a successful experiment. Two new refrigerators were acquired that provide more space and reliable temperature control for sample and chemical storage. The x-ray capabilities will soon be expanded significantly with the recent purchase of an x-ray Laue that can be utilized for crystal alignment prior to neutron scattering experiments.

The CHRNS Sample Environment team provides users with the equipment and training needed to make neutron measurements under external conditions of temperature, pressure, magnetic field, humidity, and fluid flow. During FY2105 a new syringe pump system was purchased and commissioned routine operation on the SANS instruments. This versatile device, with a flow range from 0.00001 mL/min to 60 mL/min and pressure up to 690 bar, can be utilized on a wide range of materials including aqueous and organic liquids, liquefied gases, and viscous fluids or colloids. These pumps are compatible with our new SANS flow cells which have interchangeable flow channel geometries and temperature control from ≈ 10 °C to ≈ 80 °C. The SANS sample environment suite was expanded further with the addition of a new rheometer which is ideally suited for 1-3 and 2-3 shear direction measurements. Within the next year, we expect delivery of a new Peltier block, which will allow for more efficient temperature changes in routine SANS experiments.

Education and Outreach
This year the Center for High Resolution Neutron Scattering sponsored a variety of educational programs and activities tailored to specific age groups and professions. The annual Summer School, held on June 8-12, 2015 was entitled “Methods and Applications of Neutron Spectroscopy.” Thirty-four graduate and postdoctoral students from 22 universities participated in the school. Lectures, research seminars and were highlighted for a wide variety of neutron measurement techniques. The guest lecturers were Prof. Efrain Rodriguez from the University of Maryland, Prof. Yang Zhang from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Prof. Joel Helton from the U.S. Naval Academy. The evaluations were excellent and student feedback was very positive.

As part of its expanding education and outreach effort, CHRNS offers to university-based research groups with BTAC-approved experimental proposals the opportunity to request travel support for an additional graduate student to participate in the experiment. This support is intended to enable prospective thesis students, for example, to acquire first-hand experience with a technique that they may later use in their own research. Announcements of this program are sent to all of the university groups whose experimental proposals receive beam time from the BTAC. Recipients of the announcement are encouraged to consider graduate students from under-represented groups for this opportunity. The program is also advertised on the NCNR’s website at http://www.ncnr.nist.gov/outreach.html.

As in previous years, CHRNS participated in NIST’s Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) program. In 2015 CHRNS hosted 14 SURF students, including four returning interns from the previous year. The students participated in research projects such as extensional flow of micelles, characterization of conducting nanoparticles for flow battery applications, magnetic ordering in heavy fermions, enhanced fitting for diffraction data refinement, and design of a new research reactor. They presented their work at the NIST SURF colloquium in early August 2015.
Elementary, Middle, and High School Activities

The Summer High school Intern Program (SHIP) is a very successful, competitive NIST-wide program for students who are interested in performing scientific research during the summer. CHRNS hosted eight high school interns from local Maryland schools. The students’ research included studying the effects of peptides on lipid phase behavior, exploring entropy in experimental design, applying machine learning to the classification of crystal unit cells, and developing a scintillator neutron detector. The results of the students’ summer investigations were highlighted in a NIST-wide poster session in early August, as well as in a well-attended oral symposium at the NCNR. The success of the high school students is exemplified by the recent publication an article on the phase segregation of sulfonate groups in Nafion lamellae [S.C. DeCaluwe, et al., Soft Matter 10, 5763 (2014)], which features former SHIP (and SURF) student Pavan Bharghava as a co-author. Inspired, in part, by his intern experiences at the NCNR, Pavan is currently a graduate student in electrical engineering at the University of California at Berkeley.

FIGURE 2: The 2015 SURF students

The NCNR initiated a Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) program in the summer of 2010. Kevin Martz, a physics teacher from Richard Montgomery High School (Montgomery County, MD), was selected for the program for the summer of 2015. He collaborated with NCNR’s Boualem Hammouda on SANS investigations of micelles under pressure.

FIGURE 3: The 2015 SHIP interns

The annual Summer Institute for Middle School Science Teachers brings middle school science teachers from across the United States to NIST for two weeks in order to give them a better understanding of the scientific process. Each year, CHRNS hosts the teachers for a one-day introduction to neutron scattering in July with a presentation that describes how neutrons are produced and how they are used to improve our understanding of materials at the atomic scale. Having toured the neutron guide hall and having seen several neutron instruments, the teachers learn about the types of experiments performed at the NCNR. To bring home projects suitable for middle school students, they then learn how to grow crystals of alum (hydrated aluminum potassium sulfate). Throughout the day and at lunchtime, the teachers have the opportunity to interact with staff members. In addition, a large number of specialized tours for middle school, high school, and university students were offered throughout the year.

FIGURE 4: Juscelino Leão demonstrates nuclear fission using mousetraps and ping-pong balls during the 2015 Summer Institute for Middle School Science Teachers
Thomas H. Epps, III, a frequent user of the NCNR, has been selected as the 2015 winner of the Owens-Corning Early Career Award by the Materials Engineering and Sciences Division (MESD) of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE). Epps is the Thomas and Kipp Gutshall Associate Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering and associate professor of materials science and engineering at the University of Delaware. Epps was cited for “groundbreaking research in understanding and engineering block polymer interfacial energetics toward the nanoscale self-assembly of polymers in bulk, thin films, and solutions.”

Doug Godfrin of the NCNR was awarded “Most Outstanding Poster” in the area of Biotechnology, Biology, and Polymers for his poster entitled: “Cluster Mediated Dynamics and Viscosity in Concentrated Protein Formulations” at the annual Sigma Xi Post-doc poster presentation. Congratulations also go to Doug for placing 1st in the 2014 AIChE Bio Nanotechnology Graduate Student Award Symposium at the national meeting in November 2014. His presentation was titled “Viscosity increase in concentrated mAb solutions due to large transient clusters.”

Alex Grutter of the NCNR received second place in the area of Materials for his poster entitled: “Probing Domain Structure in High-Density Segmented Nanowire Arrays Through Polarization Analyzed SANS” at the annual Sigma Xi Post-doc poster presentation.

Kate Gurnon of the Department of Chemical Engineering at the University of Delaware was awarded the 2015 Alan P. Colburn Dissertation Prize for her Ph.D. dissertation entitled: “Nonlinear Oscillatory Rheology and Structure of Wormlike Micellar Solutions and Colloidal Suspensions.”

Prof. Sow-Hsin Chen from the Department of Nuclear Science & Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was announced as the 2015 Guinier Prize winner. The Guinier Prize, sponsored by the International Union of Crystallography (IUCr), recognizes lifetime achievement, a major breakthrough or an outstanding contribution to the field of small-angle scattering. Over his 50-year career, Professor Sow-Hsin Chen has made numerous original and novel contributions employing small-angle scattering in fundamental studies of soft condensed matter physics. He has trained a significant portion of the next generation of researchers in the field, including 45 PhD students. He and his students have made extensive use of many instruments at the NCNR. The announcement was made at the 16th International conference on Small-Angle Scattering in Berlin, September 2015.

Michael Mendenhall has received the 2015 APS Outstanding Dissertation Award in Nuclear Physics for his thesis titled “Measurement of the Neutron Decay Asymmetry Using Ultracold Neutrons.” Michael received his Ph. D. from California Institute of Technology in 2014. For his thesis research, he worked with aCORN, using bottled ultracold neutrons to measure the angular correlation between neutron polarization and electron momentum.
Paul Brand and Tony Norbedo have been selected to receive the Department of Commerce Silver Medal for their outstanding work on the new thermal shield cooling system. The specific citation is “for the design and implementation of an innovative upgrade that greatly extends the lifetime of the NIST Center for Neutron Research, a critical scientific user facility.”

Prof. Norman Wagner, Robert L. Pigford Chair of Chemical Engineering and joint professor, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Delaware, has been elected to the National Academy of Engineering in recognition of his research on “understanding flow-induced microstructural transitions in complex liquids and invention of ballistic-resistant fabrics by strain-hardening suspensions.” Norm is a frequent user of NCNR facilities.

Jeremy Cook has been selected to receive the Department of Commerce Silver Medal for his work designing the new neutron guides and shields that were a key part of the NCNR Expansion. Specifically, the citation for his work is “for the design of the neutron guide system and shielding crucial to the NCNR’s Neutron Facility Expansion Project, greatly advancing NIST’s measurement science mission.”

Kathryn Krycka is a recipient of the 2014 NIST Bronze Medal Award. Kathryn is being recognized for her “profound advancements to neutron spin polarization techniques and their subsequent application to the characterization of magnetic nanostructures.”

Thomas Gnäupel-Herold of the NCNR and Adam Creuziger of NIST MML are recipients of the 2014 NIST Bronze Medal Award. Thomas and Adam are being recognized for “the development of new analysis techniques for error determinations of crystallographic phase fractions, textures, and intergranular stresses.”

Kate Ross has been recognized by The Academy of Science of the Royal Society of Canada with the 2014 Alice Wilson Award. This award is given yearly, recognizing women of outstanding academic qualifications in the Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences or Science who are entering a career in scholarship or research at the postdoctoral level. Kate spent two years as a postdoctoral fellow at Johns Hopkins University and the NCNR. She is currently an assistant professor at Colorado State University where she is working on designing new materials that display unusual quantum phases of matter. Kate uses neutron scattering as a probe of the quantum phenomena in these materials.
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Instruments and Contacts

High resolution powder diffractometer (BT-1):
- J. K. Stalick, 6223, judith.stalick@nist.gov
- H. Wu, 2387, hui.wu@nist.gov
- Q. Z. Huang, 6164, qing.huang@nist.gov
- C. M. Brown, 5134, craig.brown@nist.gov

Residual stress diffractometer (BT-8):
- T. Gnäeupel-Herold, 5380, thomas.gnaeupel-herold@nist.gov

30-m SANS instrument (NG-7):
- Y. Liu, 6235, yun.liu@nist.gov
- Y. Mao, 5250, yimin.mao@nist.gov
- J. R. Krzywon, 6650, jkrzywon@nist.gov

30-m SANS instrument (NG-B 30m) (CHRNS):
- B. Hammouda, 3961, hammouda@nist.gov
- P. D. Butler, 2028, paul.butler@nist.gov
- S. Krueger, 6734, susan.krueger@nist.gov
- C. Gagnon, 2020, cedric.gagnon@nist.gov

10-m SANS instrument (NG-B) (nSoft):
- R. Jones, 4624, ronald.jones@nist.gov
- K. Weigandt, 8396, kathleen.weigandt@nist.gov

USANS, Perfect Crystal SANS (BT-5) (CHRNS):
- M. Bleuel, 5165, markus.bleuel@nist.gov
- P. D. Butler, 2028, paul.butler@nist.gov

Polarized Beam Reflectometer/Diffractometer (NG-D):
- B. J. Kirby, 8395, brian.kirby@nist.gov
- J. A. Borchers, 6597, julie.borchers@nist.gov
- C. F. Majkrzak, 5251, cmajkrzak@nist.gov

MAGIK, Off-Specular Reflectometer (NG-D):
- B. B. Maranville, 6034, brian.maranville@nist.gov
- J. A. Dura, 6251, joseph.dura@nist.gov

Neutron reflectometer-horizontal sample (NG-7):
- S. K. Satija, 5250, satija@nist.gov

Double-focusing triple-axis Spectrometer (BT-7):
- Y. Zhao, 2164, yang.zhao@nist.gov
- D. Parshall, 8097, daniel.parshall@nist.gov
- J. W. Lynn, 6246, jeff.lynn@nist.gov

SPINS, Spin-polarized triple-axis spectrometer (NG-5):
- L. Harriger, 8360, leland.harriger@nist.gov

Triple-axis spectrometer (BT-4):
- W. Ratcliffe, 4316, william.ratcliffe@nist.gov

FANS, Filter-analyzer neutron spectrometer (BT-4):
- T. J. Udovic, 6241, udovici@nist.gov

DCS, Disk-chopper time-of-flight spectrometer (NG-4):
- J. R. D. Copley, 5133, jcopley@nist.gov
- N. Butch, 4863, nicholas.butch@nist.gov

HFFBS, High-flux backscattering spectrometer (NG-2) (CHRNS):
- M. Tyagi, 2046, madhusudan.tyagi@nist.gov
- W. Zhou, 8169, weizhou@nist.gov

NSE, Neutron spin echo spectrometer (NG-A) (CHRNS):
- A. Faraone, 5254, antonio.faraone@nist.gov
- M. Nagao, 5505, michihiro.nagao@nist.gov

MACS, Multi-angle crystal spectrometer (BT-9) (CHRNS):
- J. A. Rodriguez-Rivera, 6019, jose.rodriguez@nist.gov
- Y. Qiu, 3274, yiming.qiu@nist.gov

Cold-neutron prompt-gamma neutron activation analysis (NG-D):
- R. L. Paul, 6287, rpaul@nist.gov

Thermal-neutron prompt-gamma activation analysis (VT-5):
- R. G. Downing, 3782, gregory.downing@nist.gov

Other activation analysis facilities:
- P. Chu, 2988, pamela.chu@nist.gov

Cold neutron depth profiling (NG-1):
- R. G. Downing, 3782, gregory.downing@nist.gov

Thermal Neutron Imaging Station (BT-2):
- D. Jacobson, 6207, david.jacobson@nist.gov
- D. Hussey, 6465, daniel.hussey@nist.gov
- E. Baltic, 4842, eli.baltic@nist.gov
- M. Arif, 6303, muhammad.arif@nist.gov

Cold Neutron Imaging Station (NG-6):
- D. Jacobson, 6207, david.jacobson@nist.gov
- D. Hussey, 6465, daniel.hussey@nist.gov
- E. Baltic, 4842, eli.baltic@nist.gov
- M. Arif, 6303, muhammad.arif@nist.gov

Neutron interferometer (NG-7):
- M. Arif, 6303, muhammad.arif@nist.gov
- D. Jacobson, 6207, david.jacobson@nist.gov
- D. Hussey, 6465, daniel.hussey@nist.gov

Fundamental neutron physics station (NG-C):
- J. Nico, 4663, nico@nist.gov

Fundamental neutron physics station (NG-6):
- NG-6M: M. S. Dewey, 4843, mdewey@nist.gov
- MDM: M. Huber, 5641, michael.huber@nist.gov

Neutron test station (NG-7):
- R. Erwin, 6245, ross.erwin@nist.gov
- K. Krycka, 8685, kathryn.krycka@nist.gov

Theory and modeling:
- J. E. Curtis, 3959, joseph.curtis@nist.gov
- T. Yildirim, 6228, taner@nist.gov

Instruments under development:
- vSANS instrument:
  - J. G. Barker, 6732, john.barker@nist.gov
  - C. J. Glinka, 6242, charles.glinka@nist.gov

CANDOR, White-beam reflectometer/diffractometer:
- F. Heinrich, 4507, frank.heinrich@nist.gov
- C. F. Majkrzak, 5251, charles.majkrzak@nist.gov
Copies of annual reports, facility information, user information, and research proposal guidelines are available electronically.

Please visit our website: http://www.ncnr.nist.gov

For a paper copy of this report:
Steve Kline
301-975-6243
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Rob Dimeo
301-975-6210
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Dan Neumann
301-975-5252
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For information on visiting the facility and/or user access questions:
Julie Keyser
301-975-8200
julie.keyser@nist.gov

Mary Ann FitzGerald
301-975-8200
maryann.fitzgerald@nist.gov

For information on performing research at the facility:
Yamali Hernandez
301-975-5295
yamali.hernandez@nist.gov

Facility address:
NIST Center for Neutron Research
National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive, Mail Stop 6100
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-6100 USA